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operations, and maintenance can
increase neighbourhood interactions by

Introduction

10 percent and community pride by as
much as 15 percent.4 An “everyday” public
realm
meant
to an
beescape
an escape
realm
is is
notnot
meant
to be
fromfrom
the
thebut
city,
but instead
be a fundamental
city,
instead
to be a to
fundamental
shaper of
shaper
of the—community
— filled
with
the
community
filled with civic
engagement,
civic engagement, exploration, and conexploration,
and connections to people and
nections to people and place.
place.

The Vision

A system of streets, parks,
plazas, and open spaces that
encourages people to spend
more time outdoors, together.
An expansive open space network is vital

SidewalkLabs
Labsbelieves
believesthat
that
plentiful,
Sidewalk
plentiful,
accessible,and
andexciting
exciting
public
space
accessible,
public
space
filled

filledpeople
with people
day
with
all day all
and
all and
year all
is ayear is a
fundamental element of urban life, not
fundamental
element of urban life, not an

an exclusive amenity. This approach to
exclusive amenity. This approach to the
the public realm incorporates new design
public realm incorporates new design
practices and emerging digital tools to
practices and emerging digital tools to
provide more open space, to activate that
provide more open space, to activate that
space more of the time, and to enable it to
space more of the time, and to enable it to be
be more responsive to the community.
more responsive to the community. This
This three-part strategy aims to help peothree-part strategy aims to help people spend
ple spend more time outdoors, together.
more time outdoors, together.

to creating a neighbourhood culture

space plan for downtown.
Decades of research have substantiated
the tie between urban nature and wellbeing, and yet only 40 percent of Canadians say they get outside every day.1
Time spent inside is increasingly spent
alone; solo living is by far the most common household type in Toronto.2 Loneliness has become such a public health
problem that it is comparable to smoking
as a risk factor for illness.3
This growing sense of urban isolation
threatens the social fabric of vibrant
neighbourhoods. Research from the
Center for Active Design has found
that more responsive programming,
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engineered
outdoor
comfortsystem
system could
could
neered outdoor
comfort
respond
weather
patterns
to to
respondtotoreal-time
real-time
weather
patterns

provide
days
and
protection
provideshade
shadeon
onsunny
sunny
days
and
protecon
rainy
or
snowy
ones.
tion on rainy or snowy ones.
Finally, Sidewalk Labs plans to make space
more responsive to the needs of the community. Shared physical infrastructure
(such as communal access to projectors
or power) would empower the community

or local gatherings. A real-time map of

embraced “access to safe, inclusive and

Toronto has been developing a new open

sons, or years and accommodate a much
accommodate a much wider variety of uses
wider variety of uses than conventional
than conventional developments — from
developments — from traditional retail, to
traditional retail, to social or community
social or community initiatives, to proinitiatives, to production work. A digital
duction work. A digital leasing and operaleasing and operations system would enable
tions system would enable easier set-up
easier set-up for short-term pop-ups and
for short-term pop-ups and co-tenancy
co-tenancy arrangements among businesses
arrangements among businesses with
with
diverse
operating
hours.
A carefullyengidiverse
operating
hours.
A carefully

to stage events, such as art installations

a big reason why the United Nations has

Sustainable Development Goals and why

time. Adaptable
ground-floor
spaces
Adaptable
ground-floor
spaces could
evolve
could evolve throughout the days, seathroughout the days, seasons, or years and

to program public spaces, making it easy

and forming community bonds. That is

accessible” open spaces as part of its

Second,Sidewalk
SidewalkLabs
Labsplans
plans
enable
Second,
toto
enable
open
open space
to be activated
more
of the
space
to be activated
more of the
time.

park assets — from drinking fountains to
The innovation plan.

garbage bins to utility pipes — would help

First,Sidewalk
SidewalkLabs
Labsplans
plans
deliver
more
First,
toto
deliver
more
space.Increased
Increased
walking,
cycling,
and
space.
walking,
cycling,
and
transit

managers operate and maintain these

transit —
options
— coupled
withservices
ride-hail
options
coupled
with ride-hail
and
services and
eventually
self-driving
eventually
self-driving
vehicles
— createvehian

detect infrastructure issues early.

cles — create
an opportunity
to reclaim
opportunity
to reclaim
street space
for the
street space for the public realm.
public realm. This expansion of open space
This expansion of open space not only
not only enables more public activity but also
enables more public activity but also
creates more room for green landscaping and
creates more room for green landscaping
urban nature. To make the most of this space,
and urban nature. To make the most of
Sidewalk Labs plans to design flexibility into
this space, Sidewalk Labs plans to design
parks and plazas and to use a digital planning
flexibility into parks and plazas and to
and evaluation tool that can help maximize
use a digital planning and evaluation
access
to can
openhelp
space
while preserving
the
tool that
maximize
access to

dense
downtown
development
open space
while
preservingthat
thecreates
dense
housing
and
jobs.
downtown development that creates
housing and jobs.

spaces in ways that keep them active and

The impact.
In a neighbourhood the size of Quayside,
these initiatives would lead to streets with
up to 91 percent more pedestrian space
and nearly twice the number of trees;
ground-floor space that is activated for 33
percent more time each day; and
outdoor spaces that are comfortable
for 35 percent more hours throughout
the year — all compared with conventional
development.5 The expanded availability
public
realm,
activated
by commuof of
thethe
public
realm,
activated
by community
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Benefits
of implementing
the vision

nity-driven
programs
and maintenance,
better mainte-driven
programs
and better
nance,
would
create
shared
spaces
that
would
create
shared
spaces
that
encourage
encourageand
exploration
andopportunities
provide new
exploration
provide new
opportunities
for small business.
for
small business.
In Quayside,
Quayside,Sidewalk
SidewalkLabs
Labsproposes
proposes
In
that
thatadministration
the administration
these innothe
of theseofinnovations
be
vations by
be ahandled
by a new
non-profit
handled
new non-profit
entity
called
entity
called
theAlliance
Open Space
Alliance
the
Open
Space
that would
bring

The proposed Open
Space Alliance is
detailed on Page 178
of this chapter and in
Volume 3.

that would
bring together
government,
together
government,
residents,
residents, landowners, and tenants.
landowners, and tenants.
Deployedatatthe
thefull
full
scale
IDEA
DisDeployed
scale
of of
thethe
IDEA
District,
trict,
this holistic
approach
would
this
holistic
approach
would result
in result
a
in a seamless
network
of spaces
unlike
seamless
network
of spaces
unlike any
in the
any inSidewalk
the world.
Sidewalk
Labs
estimates
world.
Labs
estimates
that
the IDEA
that the
IDEAbecome
Districthome
couldtobecome
District
could
more open
home to more open space than previspace than previously planned, with a greater
ously planned, with a greater variety of
variety of spaces and double the number of
spaces and double the number of comcomfortable outdoor hours for key spaces.
fortable outdoor hours for key spaces.
People would be able to comfortably walk for
People would be able to comfortably walk
kilometres through lively streets that open
for kilometres through lively streets that
onto intimate plazas full of busy cafés,
open onto intimate plazas full of busy
passing through an array of parks that weave
cafés, passing through an array of parks
together
rolling
gardensrolling
with renewed
that weave
together
gardens with

Nearly twice the number
of sidewalk trees as on
typical boulevards

More time outdoors, together
Sidewalk Labs has proposed a public realm vision that would
create more space for more people, more of the time. The plans
outlined in this chapter achieve the following impacts:

A community empowered
to program its public
spaces
New opportunities for
small businesses through
flexible ground floors
Outdoor spaces that are
comfortable year-round

post-industrial
structures. That
variety ofThat
uses
renewed post-industrial
structures.
would
draw
ever would
more people
into the
public
variety
of uses
draw ever
more
realm,
would
act as
the backbone
of
peoplewhich
into the
public
realm,
which would
local
civic
and a backyard
families.
act as
thelife
backbone
of localfor
civic
life and
a backyard for families.
Additionally, as
Additionally,
asjobs
jobsare
areincreasingly
increasingly

attracted to dense neighbourhoods, a

attracted to dense neighbourhoods, a
diverse network of open spaces would

diverse network of open spaces would
be a key driver for fostering economic

be
a keyand
driver
for fostering
economic
growth
opportunity.
Flexible,
affordgrowth
and opportunity.
able ground-floor
spacesFlexible,
could support

IDEA District

the growthground-floor
of urban production
affordable
spaces and
could
becomethe
both
community
incubators
and
support
growth
of urban
production
regional attractions.

and become both community
incubators
and regional attractions.
A great public realm should serve as the

and Economic Acceleration
(IDEA) District, consisting of

A great public realm should serve as the
foundationofof
great
community,
where
foundation
aa
great
community,
where

Quayside and the River District,

peoplespend
spendmore
more
their
time
outdoors,
people
of of
their
time
outdoors,
together——improving
improving
health
happitogether
health
andand
happiness

scale for innovations to maximize

nessstrengthening
and strengthening
social ties.
and
social ties.
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A Design a living room, not a sitting room.

A

Public consultation spotlight

Six lessons from user research on designing
inclusive public spaces

Design a living room, not a sitting room.

One
of the
lessons
this user
research
One
of the
core core
lessons
from thisfrom
user research
was
that people

D

D BuildBuild
in sensory
variety. variety.
in sensory

want
thethat
opportunity
towant
help shape
their public spaces.
People
was
people
the opportunity
to help

a person can see. The job of urban design is

is to give people the full spectrum of

are
motivated
to interact
therePeople
is evidence
a place
shape
their
publicwhen
spaces.
arethat
moti-

to give people the full spectrum of sensory

sensory
experiences. Smells, sounds,
experiences. Smells, sounds, tastes, and tex-

has been used by others. While it is important for public spaces

vated to interact when there is evidence that

to be well maintained, small imperfections — even a bit of

a place has been used by others. While it is

tastes,
textures
these
areremember
the traits
tures —and
these
are the —
traits
people

important for public spaces to be well main-

about aremember
space, andabout
duringathe
design
process
people
space,
and

tained, small imperfections — even a bit of

they risk being overlooked in favour of exterior
during
the design process they risk being

patina or grit — add a human quality that helps people

Toronto is ahead of the pack when it comes to using

Researchersspent
spentan
anafternoon
afternoon
with
participants
in
Researchers
with
participants
in their

data to study public space. In 2016, the City Planning

their homes
oron
went
onwith
walks
with participants
pubhomes
or went
walks
participants
in public in
spaces

Department worked with national charity Park People

licdifferent
spaces neighbourhoods
in different neighbourhoods
tothis
help
answer
in
to help answer
question.

and consulting firm Gehl Architects to conduct a
comprehensive study of downtown public spaces as
part of TOCore, the city’s long-term planning vision.6
Waterfront Toronto has also conducted extensive

understand that they are invited to contribute.

patina or grit — add a human quality that

outside of the downtown core, and they had never pre-

downtown core, and they had never previously

viously participated in a public consultation process.

participated in a public consultation process.

B

People
crave
face-to-faceinteractions
interactions and
People
crave
face-to-face
and

Great Park” survey.7

lic consultation
process
described
on Page
192,results
the
consultation
process
described
on Page
192, the

opportunities for personal connection, however

results
user research
effort
helped
shape
from
thisfrom
userthis
research
effort helped
shape
Sidewalk

brief.
The job of urban design is to encourage
age people to meet, dwell, and share a moment

People and Doblin, Deloitte’s human-centred design
and innovation practice, on a research study to help
inform people-first park design. The partners carefully
screened and selected 40 people from across the
city to participate in a qualitative research exercise

helps
people
experience a single space in a
diverse
community.
personalized context, increasing the appeal

Foster
interactions.
B Foster
smallsmall
interactions.

In addition
additionto
tothe
theinput
input
heard
during
broader
pubIn
heard
during
thethe
broader
public

of Quayside, Sidewalk Labs collaborated with Park

people experience a single space in a person-

architectural
variety. But sensory variety
alized context, increasing the appeal to a more

to contribute.

outreach on public space, including its “How to Make a

To build on that data-driven work during the planning

architectural variety. But sensory variety helps

overlooked in favour of exterior

helps people understand that they are invited

this question. Most of the participants came from
Most
of the participants came from outside of the

opportunities for personal connection, how-

ever brief. The job of urban design is to encour-

Sidewalk Labs’ public realm plan and provide a general
Labs’
public realm plan and provide a general playbook for

people
to meet,
dwell,
andThat
share
a moment
together
in public
space.
means
integrat-

playbook for how to think about designing inclusive

how to think about designing inclusive public spaces in

ing interactive
together
in publicfeatures
space.that
Thatprompt
meansconversa-

public spaces in diverse cities. (Initial results from the

diverse cities. (Initial results from the Doblin and Park

public space is far more than what
aVariety
personincan
see. The job of urban design

E

positive
rules.
E Set
positive
rules.
toSet
a more
diverse
community.
Signs
filled
with
lists
don’ts
stifling,
Signs filled with lists
of of
don’ts
areare
stifling,
but but
spaces
governed
rules
spaces
governed
by by
rules
thatthat
are are
hardhard
to to
decipher
problematic.
of
decipher
areare
justjust
as as
problematic.
TheThe
job job
of urban
urbanisdesign
is to
create accessible
that
design
to create
accessible
rules that rules
lead with
lead with positivity and inclusion. Setting pos-

positivity and inclusion. Setting positive rules

Doblin and Park People study were also shared as part

tion: public
art installations,
communal
picnic
integrating
interactive
features
that prompt

of the broader public consultation process.) Six of the

conversation: public art installations,

space is still open, as well as explicit

lessons are described on the following page.

communal
picnic tables, or playgrounds with
beverage stalls.

encouragement — rules that lead by telling

People study were also shared as part of the broader

tables, or playgrounds with activities

public consultation process.) Six of the lessons are

for parents, such as adjacent food and

described on the following page.

activities for parents, such as adjacent food

focused on the question: What factors create a sense

and beverage stalls.

of belonging and ownership in public space?

C

C Promote
unique but
not unapproachable.
Promote
unique
but not unapproachable.

The
bestpublic
public spaces
spaces include
The
best
includerecognizrecognizable

indicate a space is still open, as well as explicit
encouragement — rules that lead by telling
community members what they can do, not

community members what they can do, not what
what they cannot do.

they cannot do.

F

Celebrating
slowing
down.
F Celebrating
slowing
down.
Partofof
the
beauty
public
space
is ability
its ability
Part
the
beauty
of of
public
space
is its
to to

able features but still manage to surprise

helppeople
people
escape
from
speed
of everyday
help
escape
from
thethe
speed
of everyday
life.

and delight. The job of design is to strike that

life.job
Theofjob
of design
is tocelebrate
help celebrate
cherThe
design
is to help
cherished

balance, helping people orient themselves

ished moments
ofwhich
pause,
which
are increasmoments
of pause,
are
increasingly
lost to

features but still manage to surprise and

Seeking a diversity of voices from
across the city

itive rules includes subtle cues, like lights that

includes subtle cues, like lights that indicate a

delight. The job of design is to strike that

balance,
people
orient
themselves
while stillhelping
delivering
a unique
experience.
That
while
still delivering
unique
experience.
involves
placing the a
known
in the
unknown
(familiar
elements
in athe
newknown
context),
as well as
That
involves
placing
in the
the unknown in the known (new elements in a

ingly
lost to the
on-demand
nature
of society.
the
on-demand
nature
of society.
Striving
for a
Striving for a perfectly planned experience

perfectly planned experience eliminates the magic
eliminates the magic of chance — the chance

of chance — the chance to see an old friend or

to see an old friend or stumble onto a new treat.

unknown (familiar elements in a new

stumble onto a new treat. Public spaces are

Peoplecollaborated
collaborated
a study
People
on on
a study

context), as well as the unknown in the

actually better when there is a bit of friction.

exploring how Torontonians use

known (new elements in a familiar context).

SidewalkLabs,
Labs,Doblin,
Doblin,
and
Park
Sidewalk
and
Park
exploring how Torontonians use
public space, with a focus on
public
space,
a focus normally
on
reaching
outwith
to people
reaching
out toin
people
normally
not
not included
public
consultations.
The
research
participants
included in public consultations. The
included a diverse mix of roughly
research participants included a
40 respondents from across the
diverse
mix of roughly
40 responcity, weighted
towards
respondents
frommore
across
the 30
city,
dents who live
than
minutes
from
the
waterfront
weighted towards respondents who
by public
transit.
live
more than
30 minutes from the

familiar context).

Public spaces are actually better when there is
a bit of friction.

waterfront by public transit.
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Lively streets past and future

Ch–2

Part 1

Yonge Street – 1902

Creating More
Open Space

Key Goals
1

Reclaim street
space for people
2

Make the most
of new parks,
plazas, and
open spaces

A celebration on
Yonge Street circa
1902.10 Crowds of
people mingle under
storefront awnings
and spill out into the
street, surrounding
the light rail transit.
Cycling had grown
in popularity
throughout the
city in the late 19th
century, and a few
cyclists can be seen
walking their bikes in
the foreground of the
photo. Credit: City of
Toronto Archives

The shores
shoresofofLake
LakeOntario
Ontario
have
been
The
have
been
outdoorgathering
gathering
places
centuries.
outdoor
places
for for
centuries.
The

was already scarcest by far, park space

The indigenous
communities
first
indigenous
communities
that firstthat
inhabited
inhabited
lands
treated the
these
landsthese
treated
the shoreline
andshorethe

per person to 21 square metres from

line and the water itself as integral to
water
itself as integral to their daily lives.
their daily lives.

declined from roughly 25 square metres
2006 to 2016. The city’s analysis shows
that if Toronto adds the 500,000 people
projected by 2032, average downtown
park space would decline another 4 to 5

As Toronto has grown into a metropolitan

square metres per person, unless new

area of six million people8 with a dense

space is created.

Queens Quay East
A hypothetical afternoon on Queens
Quay East. By then,
streets in Quayside
could resemble
those designed in the
pre-automobile era,
which provide room
for all travel modes.

urban core, the desire for abundant
B

public space has remained constant.
Toronto has done a lot to preserve access
to the water and waterfront space amidst
this growth, leading to iconic public
spaces like the Islands, new parks like

The challenge
challengeofofpreserving
preserving
or expanding
The
or expanding
publicspace
spaceamidst
amidst
downtown
growth
public
downtown
growth
is

Sugar Beach and Corktown Common,

is familiar
to high-demand
familiar
to high-demand
cities cities
aroundaround
the

and the ravine network. But in parts of
the city, including the downtown core,
the provision of open space per capita has shrunk dramatically in the past
10 years with the rise of new residential
developments.9

C
A

the world.
To help
address
it, Sidewalk
world.
To help
address
it, Sidewalk
Labs
Labs proposes a new approach to street
proposes a new approach to street design

D

design that would reclaim space for peothat would reclaim space for people, and new
ple, and new physical and digital innophysical and digital innovations that would
vations that would help maximize public
help maximize public space in dense
space in dense neighbourhoods.
neighbourhoods.

E

Accordingtoto
Toronto’s
Parkland
Strategy,
According
Toronto’s
Parkland
Strategy,
thecity’s
city’sstandardized
standardized
measurthe
tooltool
for for
measuring
ing park
supply,
per capita
park space
park
supply,
per capita
park space
has fallen
has
fallen
across
the
city.
In
pre-amalgaacross the city. In pre-amalgamation Toronto
mation Toronto and East York, where it
and
East York, where it

A Indoor-outdoor space

D

Dedicated bike lanes

B Building Raincoats

E

Below-ground smart utilities

C Dramatic increase in greenery
Ch—2
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Creating More Space

Goal 2 Creating More Space
Reclaim street space for people
Goal 1

Reclaim street space
for people

The
term
“public
realm”
can can
conjure
up images
The
term
“public
realm”
conjure
up

vision and demonstrate what is possible

of a leafy
park.are
Butthe
streets
ofimages
a leafy green
park.green
But streets
type of

when such policies are integrated into

are the
type
ofpeople
public use
space
that
peopublic
space
that
most
often
in
ple use
most
in cities,
acting as
cities,
acting
as often
the spines
of a connected

the foundation of the neighbourhood

the spines
of a connected
public
realm
public
realm network.
In Toronto,
roughly
27
network.
In
Toronto,
roughly
27
percent
percent of space is devoted to the street

of space is devoted to the street network
network
(approximately 5,617 kilometres),11
while only about 13 percent of space
(approximately 8,000 hectares) is
devoted to parks.12
As in most major North American cities,
many streets in Toronto were planned
or retrofitted with the private vehicle as
the priority. They have narrow sidewalks
and rigid crosswalks, making pedestrians
feel like second-class street users.

from the outset.
onnew
newstreet
street
designs
emerging
Buildingon
Building
designs
emerging
acrossthe
thecity,
city,Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Labs
plans
across
Labs
plans
to to

reclaimcity
citystreets
streets
people,
turning
reclaim
forfor
people,
turning
streets
streets
into
lush
environments
that
into lush environments that are truly are
truly integrated with parks, plazas, and
integrated with parks, plazas, and the water
the water — creating a vibrant, safe net— creating a vibrant, safe network of open
work of open spaces for everyone.
spaces for everyone.
By designing
designingstreets
streets
around
By
around
a a comprehensive mobility
system
that that
prioritizes
comprehensive
mobility
system

shared (and
eventually
self-driving)
prioritizes
shared
(and eventually
self-driving)
vehicles,
Sidewalk
Labs
could
dramativehicles, Sidewalk Labs could dramatically

streets for days. There is no easy way to

cally shrink the amount of street space
shrink the amount of street space needed for
needed for parking or vehicle travel, while
parking or vehicle travel, while still enabling
still enabling people to get around the
people to get around the city conveniently
city conveniently and affordably. And by
and affordably. And by implementing more
implementing more flexible and resilflexible and resilient pavement and green
ient pavement and green infrastructure,
infrastructure, Sidewalk Labs could advance
Sidewalk Labs could advance the aims of
the aims of complete and green streets
complete and green streets policies.
policies.

transform a street into true public space.

Onboulevards
boulevards
a neighbourhood
like
On
in a in
neighbourhood
like Quayside

Cars parked at the curb take up space
that might otherwise be used for trees,
bikes, or street furniture. Parents with
strollers, elderly people using canes, and
people using wheelchairs often struggle
to navigate cracked pavement or slippery
winter sidewalks. Loud utility work ties up

or
elsewhereor
in the
IDEA District,
this IDEA
approach
Quayside
elsewhere
in the
Dis-

Torontohas
hasbeen
beena aleader
leader
progressive
Toronto
in in
progressive
streetdesign,
design,including
including
innovative
“comstreet
innovative
“complete

plete streets”
and streets”
“green policies.
streets”For
policies.
streets”
and “green
For example,
Waterfront
Toronto’s
reviexample,
Waterfront
Toronto’s
revitalization
talization of Queens Quay West turned a
of Queens Quay West turned a previously
previously scant sidewalk into a generscant sidewalk into a generous promenade
ous promenade and bike path now used
and bike path now used
by thousands of people daily.13 But only

would
street design
to include
up tostreet
91
trict, enable
this approach
would
enable
percent
space devoted
and more
room
designmore
to include
up to to
91people
percent
for
nearlydevoted
twice as many
trees compared
to the
space
to people
and room
for
existing precinct plans for Quayside, creating a

nearly twice as many trees compared

new norm where space to play and linger is right

to the existing precinct plans for Quay-

outside everyone’s door.

side, creating a new norm where space

to play and linger is right outside everyone’s door.

selectstreets
streets
realize
these
ambitious
polselect
realize
these
ambitious
policies.
icies.
The Sidewalk
project
The
Sidewalk
TorontoToronto
project offers
an offers
an opportunity
to advance
the city’s
opportunity
to advance
the city’s
Ch—2
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A vibrant and safe
network of open
spaces can be created
by reclaiming street
space from parking
and vehicles.

Four street design innovations
that together create at least 91%
more pedestrian space

Through a series of measures,
Sidewalk Labs plans to capture the
potential upside of a shift towards
ride-hail and self-driving vehicle
services to create more space for
people and nature.14

1
3m

3.5m

3.5m

Parking
Sidewalk

3m

7m

Buffer

Vehicle lanes

2m

4m

Buffer
Transit right
of way

7m

Sidewalk

3.5m 3.5m

7m

2m

5m

7m

0.5m

2
Design change:
Reducing the number
of vehicle lanes.
Space impact:
57% increase
10.25m

3m

3.5m

7m

2m

5m

7m

3

7m

2m

5m

than people are, and could be

sible to safely reduce both vehicular
lanes from 3.5 metres to 3.2 metres
from
metresthe
to 3.2
metres
andof
to
and 3.5
to reduce
total
amount
reduce
totalby
amount
of buffer
buffer the
space
3.5 metres.
With
this
newly
created
space,
a
bike
space by 3.5 metres. With this newly
lane could be increased by 25 percreated space, a bike lane could be
cent and pedestrian space could
increased by 25 percent and
be increased by 28 percent, over a
pedestrian
space could
be increased
business-as-usual
scenario.

safely reduce both vehicular lanes

Design change:
Sharing transit
rights-of-way.
Space impact:
91% increase
3m

travelling at fast speeds, but by
prioritizing public transit, cycling,
prioritizing
public
and walking,
it istransit,
naturalcycling,
to stripand
back vehicular
maneuvering
walking,
it is natural
to strip back
space.
European
streets
are
vehicular maneuvering space.
already planned this way, prompting
European streets are already planned
drivers to travel slower and exerthis
prompting
travel
ciseway,
caution,
while drivers
leavingto
more
slower
exercise
caution, while
space and
for more
sustainable
travel
modes.more
Withspace
widespread
adoption
leaving
for more
of self-driving vehicles, streets
sustainable
travel modes. With
with narrow lanes and buffer areas
widespread adoption of self-driving
would become even more safe,
vehicles,
with narrow
lanes and
becausestreets
self-driving
vehicles
wouldareas
be even
more
reliable
drivers
buffer
would
become
even
more
than
people
are,
and
could
be
safe, because self-driving vehicles
programmed to stay within a
would be even more reliable drivers
lane’s boundaries.

programmed
to stay
withinto
a to
lane’s
Byapplying
applyingthis
this
approach
By
approach
Queens
Queens
Quay
East,
it
would
beto
posboundaries.
Quay East, it would be possible

0.5m

14m

7m

by 28 percent, over a
business-as-usual scenario.

4
Design change:
Eliminating
curbside parking.
Space impact:
91-118% increase
17m
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7m

2m

5m

would also support this design shift.

Achieving this new balance starts
by narrowing the width of vehicular
lanes and reducing the adjacent
buffer space.

travelling at fast speeds, but by

Design change:
Narrowing lanes
and buffers.
Space impact:
28% increase
3m

1Narrowing
Narrowing lanes
andand
buffers.
lanes
buffers.

into boulevards designed for cars
into
boulevards designed for cars

1

7m

in private vehicle travel that would
result from public transit expanfrom public transit expansions, improved
sions, improved cycling infrastruccycling
infrastructure,
andoptions,
new mobility
ture, and
new mobility
such
as ride-hail
that
would that
options,
such services
as ride-hail
services
eventually
become
self-driving
vehiwould
eventually
become
self-driving
cles. A coordinated mobility system
vehicles. A coordinated mobility system
that routes drivers (or self-driving
that
routes around
drivers (or
self-driving areas
vehicles)
heavy-traffic
vehicles)
around
heavy-traffic
areas
would also
support
this design
shift.

private vehicle travel that would result

Widelanes
lanesand
andbuffers
buffers
are
planned
Wide
are
planned

Bike lanes

7m
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Reducing vehicle lanes.
Next, it is possible to regain space
by reducing the number of lanes
devoted to vehicle traffic.
Thisdesign
designisisenabled
enabled
reductions
This
byby
reductions
in

Applied in Quayside, the impact
of these measures would stretch
across all streets, but they would
be most visible on Queens Quay —
a busy 38-metre boulevard that is
typical of most major cities, with all
forms of transit and street life.

Traditional
boulevard
design

3.8m

2

3

4

Eliminating curbside parking.
Additional,
temporary
space
gains
Additional,
temporary
space
gains
could come through the ability to
could come through the ability to
eliminate fixed curbside parking
eliminate fixed curbside parking and
and replace it with flexible dropreplace
it with
flexible
dropoffwould
and
off and
pick-up
zones
that
be actively
pick-up
zonesmanaged
that wouldthroughout
be actively
the day throughout
— a concept
managed
thecalled
day —the
a
“dynamic curb” that is fully compliconcept called the “dynamic curb” that
ant with the Accessibility for Ontariis ans
fully with
compliant
with the
Accessibility
Disabilities
Act
(AODA).

for Ontarians with Disabilities Act

Shared
or or
self-driving
vehicles
help make
this
(AODA).
Shared
self-driving
vehicles
help
design
since they
move immediately
makepossible,
this design
possible,
since

theyone
move
immediately
one
from
passenger
to the nextfrom
without
needing
passenger
the next
to
wait for long to
periods
at the without
curb. To further
needing standing
to wait for
longand
periods
discourage
vehicles
reduce traffic
at the curb.
To further
discourage
congestion,
Sidewalk
Labs proposes
to apply

By applying
approach
to
Queens
Quaythis
East,
it could be
Queens Quay East, it could be pospossible to reduce a vehicle lane over
sible to reduce a vehicle lane over
time,
toto
aa
cumulative
5757 pertime,leading
leading
cumulative
percent
increaseininpedestrian
pedestrian space
space
cent increase
over
a
business-as-usual
scenario.
over a business-as-usual scenario.

Appliedon
onQueens
QueensQuay
QuayEast,
East,33
Applied

3Sharing
Sharing rights-of-way.
rights-of-way.

flexible pick-up and drop-off zones. As

Lastly, Sidewalk Labs plans to
encourage the sharing of rights-ofway among public transit vehicles
(such as light-rail vehicles) and
self-driving vehicles, once those
become ubiquitous.
Whilesharing
sharinglanes
lanes
today
usuWhile
today
usually

ally results in slower transit times
because cars travel at variable
cars travel at variable speeds and may
speeds and may get into collisions,
get
into collisions,
Sidewalk
Labs is Sidewalk
studying Labs
the is
potential
for
self-driving
vehicles
studying
the
potential
for self-driving
to sharetothe
right-of-way
without
vehicles
share
the right-of-way
hindering transit efficiency. This
without hindering transit efficiency. This
approach would become possible
approach
become
possible
becausewould
self-driving
cars
could be
because
self-driving
carsat
could
be
programmed
to travel
the same
consistent
speed
as
a
public
transit
programmed to travel at the same
vehicle and stay in a narrow lane.
consistent speed as a public transit
These capabilities would support
vehicle
and stay in a narrow lane.
the priority of public transit and
These
capabilities
would
support the
keep service
flowing
smoothly,
while
freeing
additional
space
for
priority
ofup
public
transit and
keep
pedestrians.
service
flowing smoothly, while freeing

results in slower transit times because

standing
vehicles and reduce traffic
curbside
pricing.
congestion, Sidewalk Labs proposes to apply curbside pricing.

metres
width
would
reserved
metres
ofof
width
would
bebe
reserved
for

for flexible pick-up and drop-off
zones. As demand for pick-up and
demand
fordeclines
pick-up based
and drop-off
drop-off
on time of
declines
based
on time
of day,
those
day, those
spaces
could
be individually
reprogrammed
as
expansions
spaces could be individually
of the sidewalk for uses like more
reprogrammed
as expansions of the
café tables during lunch. When a
sidewalk for uses like more café tables
space is open for pedestrians, it
during
Whenmarked
a spaceas
isunavailopen
wouldlunch.
be clearly
able
for vehicles
through
digital
for
pedestrians,
it would
be clearly
signage,
andfor
movable
marked
aslighting,
unavailable
vehicles
street furniture arranged to form a
through digital signage, lighting, and
physical barrier.

movable street furniture arranged to

form
a physical
barrier.
When
alldynamic
dynamic
curb
spaces
are
When
all
curb
spaces
are

open to pedestrians, which would
occur during very low pick-up and
occur
during
very low
pick-up
andevedrop-off
periods
(such
as late
drop-off
periods
(such
as
late
ning), there would be a 118 percent
increase there
in pedestrian
evening),
would bespace
a 118 over a
business-as-usual
scenario.
percent increase in pedestrian space

open to pedestrians, which would

over a business-as-usual scenario.

up additional space for pedestrians.
Appliedtoto
Queens
QuayEast,
East,the
the
Applied
Queens
Quay

ability to have public transit share
ability
to have public transit share a

a right-of-way with self-driving vehicles would enable the closure
would
enablevehicular
the closure
of another
of another
lane,
leading
to a cumulative
91 percent
increase
vehicular
lane, leading
to a cumulative
in
pedestrian
space
over
business
91 percent increase in pedestrian
as usual.

right-of-way with self-driving vehicles

space over business as usual.

See the “Mobility”
chapter of Volume 2,
on Page 22, for more
information
on pricing.
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NewRoad
RoadininBrighton
Brighton
New
&
& Hove on the South
Hove
on the South
coast of England
coast of England was
was converted to
converted
the shared
U.K.’s
the U.K.’sto
first
street
in 2007.
first
shared
street in
The street
was was
rede2007.
The street
signed as a flat surredesigned as a flat
face without curbs
surface
without giving
curbs or
or crossings,
crossings,
giving
pedestrians
priority
over
other
types
pedestrians priority of
over
transit. Credit: Gehl

other types of transit.
Credit: Gehl

Going curbless.
Tofacilitate
facilitate
the
expansion
contracTo
the
expansion
andand
contraction
of
tion
of
public
space
throughout
the
day,
public space throughout the day, Sidewalk Labs
SidewalktoLabs
proposes
to design
a fully
proposes
design
a fully curbless
street.
curbless
street.
Unlike
street
Unlike
a typical
street
withaatypical
hard curb

with a hard curb separating street from
separating street from sidewalk, the entire
sidewalk, the entire street would be at one
street would be at one consistent grade,
consistent grade, enabling the sidewalk to
enabling the sidewalk to grow or shrink quickly
grow or shrink quickly and easily.
and easily.

Ensuringthese
these
streets
remain
inviting
Ensuring
streets
remain
inviting
for for
peoplewho
whoare
are
visually
impaired
is essenpeople
visually
impaired
is essential
tial and
be accomplished
and
couldcould
be accomplished
throughthrough
responsivesounds
sounds
and
tactile
pavement.
responsive
and
tactile
pavement.

The notion
notionofofa acurbless
curbless
street
builds
The
street
builds
on aon a
designinnovation
innovation
used
years
design
used
forfor
years
by by Europeans, particularly
the
Dutch.
Europeans,
particularly
the
Dutch.AAcurbless
curbless
street
is
shared
by
pedestrians,
cyclists,
street is shared by pedestrians, cyclists, and
it
and slow-moving
vehicles.
slow-moving
vehicles.
ThoughThough
it may seem
may seem counterintuitive
at first,
much
counterintuitive
at first, much like
narrower

like narrower lanes, this shared-streets
lanes, this shared-streets design has been
design has been found to increase safety,
found to increase safety, because it forces
because it forces drivers to be hyper-vigdrivers to be hyper-vigilant at very low
ilant at very low speeds. There is growing
speeds. There is growing global momentum
global momentum around shared streets,
around shared streets, with popularity growing
with popularity growing in Toronto, where
in Toronto, where the first shared street
the first shared street opened in 2015 in
opened in 2015 in the West Don Lands,
the West Don Lands, shortly followed by a
shortly
followed by a revamped Market Street
revamped Market Street in the St. Law-

in
the St.
Lawrence
rence
neighbourhood.15
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A curbless street
enables the quick and
easy expansion and
contraction of public
space throughout
the day.

Adaptable streets in
action: Future evolution
of Queens Quay

Thinking of streets
as parks: Programmed
and green

In addition to these ecological benefits,
on Queens Quay East in 2025, it would be
possible to plant trees at a concentration of 59 trees per hectare, a 20 percent

Taking
advantage
of curbless
streets
Taking
fullfull
advantage
of curbless
streets
and
and expanded
sidewalks
meansof
thinking
expanded
sidewalks
means thinking
streets

increase over the concentration of 49

of streets
more
as parksof
—their
deserving
more
as parks
— deserving
own of
their own programming
flush As
with
programming
and flush with and
greenery.

Quay West today. In a future Queens Quay

greenery.
As more
cities push
to reimagmore
cities push
to reimagine
streets
for public
ine
streets
for
public
uses,
this
approach
uses, this approach can be emulated on wide
can be emulated on wide boulevards as
boulevards
as well as smaller local streets.
well as smaller local streets.

trees per hectare achieved on Queens
East, when vehicle lanes could be closed
thanks to self-driving vehicles and additional trees could be planted, it would be
possible to achieve 95 trees per hectare,16
almost doubling the number of trees relative to Queens Quay West today.

QueensQuay
QuayWest
Westsignificantly
significantly
advanced
Queens
advanced
the
the design
of tree-rich
urban boulevards
design
of tree-rich
urban boulevards
in

A future Queens
Quay could have

95
trees per
hectare
At 8 a.m., this dynamic curb space could
open to vehicles
dropping off commuters at work.

almost doubling
the number of
trees relative
to Queens Quay
West today.

See the
“Sustainability”
chapter of Volume 2,
on Page 296, for more
details on stormwater
management.

in Toronto
North
America.
In QuayToronto
andand
North
America.
In Quayside,
on
side, onQuay
Queens
Quay
East,Labs
Sidewalk
Queens
East,
Sidewalk
proposes
Labs
proposes
to advance
thisand
goal even
to
advance
this goal
even further
further andademonstrate
world-leading
demonstrate
world-leading amodel
for
model for greening a major boulevard.
greening
a major boulevard. Over time, the
Over time, the result would be a roughly
result would be a roughly 5,486-square-metre
5,486-square-metre linear park in Quaylinear park in Quay- side, with movable tables
side, with movable tables and seats set
and seats set beneath clusters of trees.
beneath clusters of trees.

These measures are good for the environment, because a green landscape
sequesters carbon, absorbs particulates,
helps mitigate the urban heat island
effect, and reduces the risk of flooding.17
Green infrastructure in streets is also a
key component of advanced approaches
to stormwater management that design
cities in concert with nature.
Extensive behavioural evidence has found

Sidewalk
Labs
ForQueens
QueensQuay
QuayEast,
East,Sidewalk
For
Labs
is is
proposing
forest
model
successional
proposing
aa
forest
model
successional

that greenery promotes the health and

plantingstrategy,
strategy,
where
a mix
of underplanting
where
a mix
of understory
story
and canopy
are clustered
and
canopy
species species
are clustered
together

generally.18 For example, a 2015 study of

together
andinshare
in large
beds. to
and
share soil
large soil
beds.
This approach
This approachwould
to street-greening
would
street-greening
deliver streetscapes

deliver streetscapes that not only feel like
that
not only feel like parks but create the
parks but create the conditions to supconditions to sup- port increased biodiversity
port increased biodiversity and improve
and improve the resiliency of the urban forest.
the resiliency of the urban forest. It would
It would also result in more apartments and
also result in more apartments and
offices having sightlines to green space than
offices having sightlines to green space
comparable downtown areas.
than comparable downtown areas.

happiness of residents and workers more
Toronto found that having just 10 more
trees on a block was comparable, on
average, to being seven years younger in
terms of self-reported health outcomes,
controlling for other socio-economic
factors.19

Additionally, all of these trees would have
the 30-cubic-metre soil volume set out in
the Toronto Green Standard, resulting in
After 8 p.m., as commuter traffic slows,
select pick-up and
drop-off zones could
be used for mobile
food pop-ups or movie screenings.
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healthier trees.
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Heated, lighted,
green pavement

Deploying modular
pavement to facilitate
utility access and
street repairs

Throughout the MIDP, there are a number of references
to advanced pavement capabilities, such as heating, lighting, and permeability. Sidewalk Labs proposes to bake all
these facets into its modular pavement, forming an ambitious pavement combination that has not yet been achieved.

Permeable pavement and other

and ice, eliminating the need for

green street features absorb storm-

plowing and salting, improving

water or melted snow — guiding it

safety, facilitating all-season use,

towards soil or underground storm-

and minimizing ecological damage.

water management systems.

Modular pavers
could be easily
removed or
replaced in less
than half a day.

suction cups or levers. After testing at its
research facility, IFSTTAR installed pilot

vehicles. It also requires reconsidering

while remaining stable and requiring no

how streets are paved, and the role that

maintenance.22

streets
in providing access to
ground play
utilities.

Buildingon
onthe
theNantes
Nantes
design,
Sidewalk
Building
design,
Sidewalk
Labs
Labs
has prototyped
a modular
has
prototyped
a modular
pavementpavesystem

how
streets
are
paved, and
theto
role
that
streets
play in
providing
access
under-

Heating capabilities clear snow

small hand-operated machine featuring

streets, including one in Nantes that has

vehicles. It also requires reconsidering

Green.

utility cut in less than half a day using a

Reclaiming streets
Reclaiming
streets for
for people
peopleinvolves
involves

more than just filling space left over by
more
than just filling space left over by

Heated.

tem, one person can perform a standard

underground utilities.
Traditional streets are constructed with
rigid pavement that degrades over time,
especially as the street is cut up to repair
and install new underground utilities.
Utility-related street cuts in Toronto have
nearly tripled since 2000,20 and the city
now
evaluates
moremore
than 50,000
now
evaluates
thanutility
50,000 util-

ity work permits annually.21 Each cut is
a time- and cost-intensive endeavour

endured 10 years of heavy truck traffic

ment system
consisting
thick
concrete
consisting
of thick
concreteof
slabs
with
slabs with interlocking
joints
that
interlocking
lap joints thatlap
would
provide
wouldorprovide
equal or better
equal
better performance
as a perfortraditional
mance as a traditional road. The subroad. The sub- base would consist of a bed of
base would consist of a bed of granular
granular material specifically engineered as
material specifically engineered as part
part of the pavement section based on
of the pavement section based on anticanticipated traffic volumes, vehicle loads, soil
ipated traffic volumes, vehicle loads, soil
sub-grade characteristics, and climate.
sub-grade characteristics, and climate.

that discourages rapid innovation and
investment in new infrastructure, such

Sidewalk Labs recognizes that this

as fibre-optic cables that have become a

new approach to street systems would

basic need for homes and businesses.

require changes to existing regulations
and operations. In 2019, Sidewalk Labs

To tackle
Labs
To
tackle this
thischallenge,
challenge,Sidewalk
Sidewalk

plans to work with local universities and

solution coupled with open access

develop a pavement that would work in

channels consisting of precast concrete

a Toronto context.

concrete
enabling
streets
structuresections,
they house
to evolve
as tech-

Further,Sidewalk
SidewalkLabs
Labs
proposes
to couFurther,
proposes
to couple
ple modular
pavement
withaccess
open access
modular
pavement
with open

plans to implement a modular pavement
Labs
plans to implement a modular

pavement solution coupled with open

access
channels
ofthe
precast
sections,
enablingconsisting
streets and
infranology
and
thechanges.
infrastructure they house to

evolve as technology changes.

SidewalkLabs
Labshas
hasprototyped
prototyped
Sidewalk
thisthis
newnew
approachtoto
street
design
at its Toronapproach
street
design
at its
to-based office,
307,307,
inspired
by by
a pilot
Toronto-based
office,
inspired
a pilot
projectininNantes,
Nantes,
France,
address
project
France,
to to
address

Lighted.
LED lights help signal changes in

and
utility
maintenance
disruptivestreet
street
disruptive
and
utility
maintenance
in
in cities. In the mid-2000s, the French
cities. In the mid-2000s, the French Institute
Institute of Science and Technology for
of Science and Technology for Transport,
Transport, Development, and Networks
Development, and Networks (IFSTTAR)
(IFSTTAR) designed a modular paver sysdesigned a modular paver system, consisting
tem, consisting of hexagons that are easy
of hexagons that are easy to remove and
to remove and replace. In IFSTTAR’s sysreplace. In IFSTTAR’s sys

street use, making it easier and safer
for people to take over street space
for public uses, such as pop-up markets or temporary road closures.

Modular pavement and open access
channels could work as a pair to

regulators to refine the prototype and

channelsthat
that
provide
easy
access
to utilichannels
provide
easy
access
to utilities.
ties. Each
channel
be1about
metre
Each
channel
would would
be about
metre 1deep
deep
by 2 metres
wide,
with a removable
by
2 metres
wide, with
a removable
lid built
lid built into the modular pavement.
into the modular pavement. These channels
These channels would house “dry utiliwould house “dry utilities” distribution,
ties” distribution, including power, street
including power, street lighting, and
lighting, and information communications
information communications technologies,
technologies, such as fibre optics.
such as fibre optics. The channels would be
The channels would be fitted with spare
fitted with spare conduits (protective tubes for
conduits (protective tubes for electrielectrical wiring) and would include additional
cal wiring) and would include additional
capacity
for the expansion of existing utilities
capacity for the expansion of existing

or
the emergence
of new ones.
utilities
or the emergence
of new ones.

increase the ease of utility work.
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Modular: 13% less costly
than standard pavement

Modular pavement coupled with open
access channels would have a number
of important advantages over traditional
pavement and buried utility systems.
Fewer disruptions.

Less cracking.

A conventional utility street cut typi

In 2017, Toronto city staff received

cally takes
a days
full crew
of road
workers
trucks
several
to remove
and
restore
and trucks
daysnoisy
to remove
and
pavement
— several
a disruptive,
process
that

requests to fix 214,253 potholes.24 Crack-

restorestreet
pavement
— amodular
disruptive,
noisy an
impacts
life. With
pavement,
process that
street
With by
equivalent
utilityimpacts
street cut
couldlife.
be made
modular pavement, an equivalent utility
one person removing and replacing the
street cut could be made by one perpavers in less than half a day. The addition of
son removing and replacing the pavers
open access channels further reduces the
in less than half a day. The addition of
amount of time that would normally be
open access channels further reduces
dedicated to trench excavation and backfill,
the amount of time that would normally
lessening the disruption to businesses,
be dedicated to trench excavation and
residents, visitors, and traffic. Modular
backfill, lessening the disruption to busipavement
would alsovisitors,
eliminate
thetraffic.
patching
nesses, residents,
and

that
resultspavement
from utilitywould
work, improving
the
Modular
also eliminate
aesthetic
and texture
of the street.
About 20
the patching
that results
from utility

percent
of the totalthe
street
surface in
Toronto
is
work, improving
aesthetic
and
texture
cut
andstreet.
patchedAbout
to access
underground
of the
20 percent
of the
utilities
total street surface in Toronto is cut and
patched to access underground utilities
over a given 30-year period.23

ing in typical
roadway
pavement
tends
Cracking
in typical
roadway
pavement
tendsto
occur
90-degree
angles
to
occurat
atthe
the sharp,
sharp, 90-degree
angles
of of
rectangular
slabs.
Sidewalk
Labs’
modrectangular
slabs.
Sidewalk
Labs’
modular
ular pavement prototype has a greater
pavement
prototype has a greater ability to

ability to resist wear and tear, because a
resist wear and tear, because a hexagon’s
hexagon’s 120-degree angles distribute
120-degree angles distribute vehicle weight
vehicle weight more evenly than rectanmore evenly than rectangles do, and the
gles do, and the smaller dimension of
smaller dimension of the modular paver allows
the modular paver allows for subtle
for subtle movements that reduce cracking
movements that reduce cracking overoverall. Additionally, heating capabilities
all. Additionally, heating capabilities
(described further in the “Mobility” chapter)
(described further in the “Mobility”
would
reduce
damage
from
the seasonal
chapter)
would
reduce
damage
from

In addition to being
less costly to maintain
and repair, modular
pavement makes
it fast and affordable
to use street space
in new ways.

Modular pavement coupled with open access channels
can create savings driven by lower maintenance and
repair costs, as well as the lower cost of utility repair.

freeze-and-thaw
cycle.
the seasonal freeze-and-thaw
cycle.
Lower long-term cost.

Sidewalk Labs estimates that over a 30-year period — the standard unit of time

Sidewalk Labs estimates that over a

used to analyze road performance — modular pavement coupled with an open

30-year period — the standard unit of

access channel system would be 13 percent less expensive per square metre
than the standard waterfront streets- cape in Toronto today. Installation costs for

time used to analyze road performance

pavement construction would be similar, as would the cost of constructing the

— modular pavement coupled with an

open access channels (relative to burying utilities). But savings would accrue over

Greater flexibility.

time due to significantly lower maintenance and repair costs ($12 per square

open access channel system would be 13

Theinherent
inherent
flexibility
of modular
pavers
The
flexibility
of modular
pavers
and
and open
access
channels
would provide
open
access
channels
would provide
greater

percent less expensive per square metre

greater
routine maintenance
access
foraccess
routinefor
maintenance
and enable
and enable
streets
change
streets
to change
overtotime.
With over time.

cape in Toronto today. Installation costs

With conventional
pavement
and
buried
conventional
pavement
and buried
utilities,
utilities, transformations to street and
transformations
to street and underground

underground infrastructures can be
infrastructures can be cost-prohibitive,
cost-prohibitive, creating a significant
creating a significant barrier to advancements.
barrier to advancements. Sidewalk Labs’
Sidewalk Labs’ proposed system would make
proposed system would make infrastrucinfrastructure transformations possible in days
ture transformations possible in days at a
at a fraction of the current costs. Suddenly, it
fraction of the current costs. Suddenly, it
becomes fast and affordable to swap out a
becomes fast and affordable to swap out
dozen
sidewalk pavers for a community
a dozen sidewalk pavers for a community

than the standard waterfront streetsfor pavement construction would be similar, as would the cost of constructing the
open access channels (relative to burying
utilities). But savings would accrue over
time due to significantly lower maintenance and repair costs ($12 per square
metre versus $58) and the lower cost
of utility repair that results from easier
access and accelerated road work ($17
per square metre versus $43).25

garden,
out
a new
communications
garden,ororlay
lay
out
a new
communications
infrastructure
network
with
higher
infrastructure network with higher perperformance
capabilities.
formance capabilities.
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Goal 2 Creating More Space: Make the most of
new parks, plazas, and open spaces
Goal 2

Creating More Space

InVilliers
VilliersEast,
East,
In
aa
new

Make the most of new parks,
plazas, and open spaces

new pedestrian-first
pedestrian-first
street

street network could
be designed to create
designed
to create
a
a series of
intimate
series
of intimate
walkways
and courtyards.
walkways and

network could be

courtyards.

Reclaiming
forfor
people
is aiscritical
step
Reclaimingstreets
streets
people
a critical
step inmore
creating
public
space in
in
creating
publicmore
space
in downtown
downtown neighbourhoods,
but wider
neighbourhoods,
but wider sidewalks
are not
arefor
not
a replacement
for traasidewalks
replacement
traditional
parks, plazas,
ditional
plazas,
and open
spaces.
and
openparks,
spaces.
In fast-growing
cities
like

In fast-growing
cities
Toronto,
populaToronto,
population
and like
market
pressures
can
tion
and
market
pressures
can
lead
new
lead new developments to devote as much

developments to devote as much space
space as possible to buildings. That density is
as possible to buildings. That density is
critical, but if it comes at the expense of a
critical, but if it comes at the expense of a
vibrant network of open space, the quality of
vibrant network of open space, the quallife suffers.
ity of life suffers.

Toronto
ofof
the
curve
in planning
a
Torontoisisahead
ahead
the
curve
in planning
a proactive
response.
Parkland
proactive
response.
The The
city’scity’s
Parkland
Strategyincludes
includes
a robust
for mapStrategy
a robust
tooltool
for mapping
ping priority
areas
newand
parks,
and its
priority
areas for
new for
parks,
its 20-year
20-year Master
Facilities
Master
Plan
Facilities
Plan
outlines
a outlines a
sound, future-looking strategy for delivering recreation outposts.26

Sidewalk
toto
build
onon
such
efforts
SidewalkLabs
Labsplans
plans
build
such
efforts
ensure
to high-quality
to
ensuretoaccess
toaccess
high-quality
open spaces
open
spaces
that meet
the needsinof
a
that
meet
the needs
of a community
two
community
in two
ways. First,
key
ways. First,
it haskey
developed
a it has
developedplanning
a data-driven
planning
and
data-driven
and evaluation
tool
Generative design can
help planners:
Increase open space
Increase daylight
access
Increase density

evaluation
tool called
“generative
called
“generative
design”
to identify design”
to identify opportunities
more
open
opportunities
for more open for
spaces
that
spaces that complement a city’s existcomplement a city’s existing park network.
ing park network. Second, Sidewalk Labs
Second, Sidewalk Labs plans to embrace
plans to embrace multi-use, flexible pubmulti-use, flexible public space design to
lic space design to deliver parks, plazas,
deliver parks, plazas, and open spaces that
and open spaces that are better able to
are better able to accommodate the diverse
accommodate the diverse needs of an
needs of an expanding population.
expanding population.

Maximizing open spaces
using “generative design”
Urbanplanning
planninginvolves
involves navigating
Urban
navigating aa
seriesof
oftradeoffs.
tradeoffs.For
Forexample,
example, achievseries
ing one development objective (such as

achieving one development objective

access to sunlight in public spaces) might

(such as access to sunlight in public

impact the ability to achieve another

spaces)
impact
thefor
ability
to achieve
(such asmight
building
higher
population
another
(such as building higher for
density).
population density).

To help
helpinform
inform
that
decision-making
To
that
decision-making
process,
process,Labs
Sidewalk
Labs hasadeveloped
Sidewalk
has developed
generative
a
generative
design
tool
that
uses
comdesign tool that uses computational
design,
putational
design,
machine
learning,
machine
learning,
and
improved
simulations
and
improved
simulations
to
show
to show urban planners many possibleurban

planners
many
choices
and
choices
and
their possible
impacts, often
producing
their impacts,
often
producing
surprising
surprising
results.
Planners
could then
use
results. Planners could then use these
these insights to evaluate key decisions, with
insights to evaluate key decisions, with
increased confidence in how their plans
increased confidence in how their plans
would play out in real life. They could also
would play out in real life. They could also
use the tool to show stakeholders how their
use the tool to show stakeholders how
concerns would be represented in a
their concerns would be represented in a
development.
development.
For the Sidewalk Toronto project, Sidewalk Labs plans to use the tool to explore
this outcome in areas across the IDEA
District, such as Villiers Island.

dedicated to
to the
the island’s
island’s perimeter,
dedicated
perimeter,there

and analyzed
thousands
of permutations
analyzed
thousands
of permutations
and
and
surfaced
roughly
400
plans
that
surfaced roughly 400 plans that outperformed

are no dedicated parks in the neighbour-

there are no dedicated parks in the
neighbourhood’s interior.

Generativedesign
design
could
used
in the
Generative
could
be be
used
in the
Villiersdevelopment
development
process
to enhance
Villiers
process
to enhance
the
the
amount
of
quality
open
space
in
amount of quality open space in the
the neighbourhood’s
while still
neighbourhood’s
interior,interior,
while still
increasing
density
and
thus
important
increasing
density
and
thus
important
access
access
toand
housing
and existing
jobs. The
existing
to
housing
jobs. The
Villiers
Villiers Precinct
Plan contemplates
Precinct
Plan contemplates
the idea of the

idea of breaking down the development
breaking down the development blocks into
blocks into series of small buildings with
series of small buildings with pedestrian
pedestrian courtyards, creating more
courtyards, creating more intimate
intimate environments where residents
environments where residents can mingle.
can mingle. As planning proceeds in
As planning proceeds in Villiers, the
Villiers, the generative design tool could
generative design tool could help evaluate
help evaluate the performance of differthe performance of different courtyard
ent courtyard options by running thouoptions
by simulations
running thousands
of simulations
sands of
that weigh
factors

that
weigh
factors such
as building
massing,
such
as building
massing,
lighting,
lighting,
and wind.
and wind.

outperformed
precinct
on these
the
precinct plan the
on these
threeplan
specific
three specific
variables
(see
Page 142).
variables
(see Page
142). For
example,
one

For example,
one scenario
(Run #01140)
scenario
(Run #01140)
demonstrated
the
demonstrated
the
ability
to
increase
open
ability to increase open space by 12.6 percent,
space by 12.6 percent, while still increaswhile still increasing daylight access by 8.6
ing daylight access by 8.6 percent and
percent and
density by 496,781 square feet.28
Theresulting
resulting
interior
spaces
would
The
interior
spaces
would
playplay
an
an important
in supplementing
important
role inrole
supplementing
the city’sthe
park
city’s
park
network
as
intimate
neighnetwork as intimate neighbourhood spaces,
bourhood
from the
each
distinctspaces,
from theeach
other.distinct
These spaces
other.create
Theseimportant
spaces would
create importwould
pedestrian
ant pedestrian
connections
across
the
connections
across
the island and
provide
island and
provide
and
residents
and
workersresidents
with access
toworkers
open
with access to open space right outspace right outside their door. They could
side their door. They could resemble, for
resemble, for
example, the open areas that link certain
housing blocks in Helsinki, or the alleys
and courtyards that link Hutongs
in Beijing.29

Planning for more courtyards.

To test
testthe
thetool’s
tool’s
capabilities,
Sidewalk
To
capabilities,
Sidewalk
Labs

Villiers Island is already planned to

Labs conducted
a preliminary
study of
conducted
a preliminary
study of possible
possible configurations
courtyard configurations
for a
courtyard
for a two-by-two

be encircled by one of the world’s
most extraordinary new parks
through the naturalization of the Don
destination for the entire region.27
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area).InInan
aninitial
initialrun,
run,
the
tool
generated
area).
the
tool
generated
and

hood’s interior.

River. This 16-hectare park will be a
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Because there
Because
there is
isso
somuch
muchpark
parkspace
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two-by-two
block area
of Villiers,
aiming
block
area of Villiers,
aiming
to optimize
for
to
optimize
for
three
variables:
percentthree variables: percentage of open space,
age of open
space,
access
sunlight
access
in the sunlight
courtyard,
and in
the courtyard,
and density (gross floor
density
(gross floor

Throughapplying
applying
this
planning
evaluThrough
this
planning
andand
evaluation
ation
tool across
development
areas
tool
across
development
areas such
as such
as Villiers,
planners
finesse
buildVilliers,
planners
couldcould
finesse
buildings
and
ings and
grids
carve
out these
street
gridsstreet
to carve
out to
these
pocket-sized,
pocket-sized,
quality
open forums
spaces,
quality
open spaces,
creating
forcreating forumsbonding.
for community bonding.
community
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Helping planners analyze
thousands of options

In Focus

A generative design tool could help urban

that are flexible, and therefore more

planners map out the distribution of open

usable, by more people over time.

a given development area. Another way
to ensure access is to design facilities
that are more flexible, enabling them to
cater to the widest possible variety of

dense urban cores, it is critical for these
types of spaces to be designed in ways

lake year-round.

prescribed purpose in mind. A swingset
here, a baseball diamond there, a bas-

49%

ketball court in another corner. Once the

1,513,144 ft2

response to
community
Sidewalk
community
needs,
Sidewalkneeds,
Labs plans
to
Labs plans
to infuse
parks,
infuse
its parks,
plazas,its
and
waterplazas,
spaces

to meet the diverse needs of a growing

open spaces is to plan them with a fairly

45.3%

To create
createaanetwork
network
open
spaces
To
of of
open
spaces
that can
that
can be
shaped
andinreshaped
in
be
shaped
and
reshaped
response to

But such inflexible designs often struggle

The traditional approach to designing

Daylight access

Given the constraints on open land in

andsignificant
water spaces
withfrom
significant
with
flexibility
the start.flexiUsing
bility from the start. Using design pracdesign practices focused on multi-use spaces
tices focused on multi-use spaces and
and technology advances around movable
technology advances around movable
infrastructure, Sidewalk Labs proposes to
infrastructure, Sidewalk Labs proposes
create multi-purpose parks that could serve a
to create multi-purpose parks that could
host of different users, flexible plazas that
serve a host of different users, flexible
could be quickly reconfigured by day or by
plazas that could be quickly reconfigured
season, and adaptable water spaces that
by day or by season, and adaptable water
could
draw
people
the lake
year-round.
spaces
that
couldtodraw
people
to the

people.

Precinct plan

Total GFA

This shift underscores a larger insight:

spaces to ensure equitable access across

A generative design analysis of a
two-by-two block in Villiers Island
produced roughly 400 plans (out of
thousands of permutations) that
outperformed the existing precinct plan on open space, daylight
access, and density.

Open space

Designing flexibility
into parks, plazas,
and water spaces

space opens, the community is expected
to use it in those very specific ways.

population and accommodate evolving
Flexible open
spaces can
be quickly
reconfigured by
day or by season.

preferences.
Like many cities, Toronto built a lot of its
parks and recreational facilities decades
ago; its average rec centre is nearly 40
years old.30 Many favourite activities
from back then have lost their appeal:
the number of youth enrolling in hockey
has shrunk, while sports like soccer have
become more popular. Demographics

Generative design

Generative design

#00469

#00530
Open space

5.2% increase

Daylight access
Total GFA

13.6% increase
+24,243 ft2

Open space
Daylight access
Total GFA

have
shifted;walking
walkingtracks
tracksand
andpickleball
picklehave
shifted;

Generative design

#01140

3.31% increase
20.61% increase
+196,710 ft2

Open space
Daylight access
Total GFA

ball courts
arebig
now
bigwith
hits the
withcity’s
the city’s
courts
are now
hits
growing elderly population. New trends

12.6% increase

growing elderly population. New trends

8.6% increase

and
technologies arrive. Community
kitchens are all the rage, and Wi-Fi has

+496,781 ft2

and technologies arrive. Community

kitchens
are
all the rage,
and
Wi-Fi has
when
delivering
new
become
a necessity
public space.
become
a necessity when delivering new

public space.
Thisrun
runwas
wascreated
created
through
This
through
making

making marginal
to the
marginal
changes tochanges
the precinct
plan;
precinct plan; it has small increasit has small increases in open space
es in open space and density, and a
and
density,
and in
a large
increase
in
large
increase
daylight
access.

daylight access.
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This
run run
was created
makingthrough
moderate changes
to
This
wasthrough
created
makthe precinct plan; it has a small increase in open space, a

ing moderate changes to the premedium increase in density, and a large increase in
cinct plan; it has a small increase
daylight access.
in open space, a medium increase
in density, and a large increase in
daylight access.

This run was created through
making significant changes to
the precinct plan; it has a medium
increase in daylight access, and a
large increase in open space and
density.
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Designing Silo Park
using multi-purpose
planning principles

Flexible principles
such as play features
and movable furniture
can help maximize the
diversity of uses within
urban parks.

By incorporating flexibility into its foundation, Silo Park can
become a lively public space that brings together people of
all ages across all seasons.

Multi-purpose parks.
Cities around the world have started to

Low-cost lighting makes it possible

make better use of their limited park

to imagine a single court embedded

space through multi-purpose design

with lights that could redefine its space for

and new technology tools.

basketball or street hockey at the push of

B

C

A

a button.

E

The Athletic Exploratorium in Odense,

The Athletic Exploratorium in Odense, Denmark, has a topography designed
to facilitate a multitude of different sporting events.31 Klyde Warren Park in

Denmark, has a topography designed to

Dallas brings together diverse residents from across the city and is able to fit a
stage, a splash pad, an outdoor reading and games room, a dog run, food,

facilitate a multitude of different sport-

and community art in a 2.1 hectares park on top

ing events.31 Klyde Warren Park in Dallas
brings together diverse residents from
across the city and is able to fit a stage,

a splash pad, an outdoor reading and

Sidewalk Labs
Sidewalk
Labsplans
planstotowork
workwith
withWaterfront Toronto
and the
City
of City
Toronto
Waterfront
Toronto
and
the
of to
maximize the diversity of uses within

Toronto to maximize the diversity of uses
urban parks, with a number of flexible

within
urban parks, with a number of
principles in mind.
flexible principles in mind.

games room, a dog run, food, and comD

munity art in a 2.1 hectares park on top
of a freeway.32
In Quayside, Sidewalk Labs hopes
to work with Waterfront Toronto
and Toronto Parks, Forestry, and
Recreation to build multi-purpose
recreational infrastructure into
Silo Park by applying the following
principles:

courts
be de-to
courts
and and
fieldsfields
must must
be designed
AAll All

signed to accommodate at least
accommodate
at least three sports in the
three sports in the same space.

same space.

recreational
spacesmust
mustbe
be derecreational
spaces
BAllAll

Initially,these
these
principles
could
Initially,
principles
could
inform
inform
the approach
toinSilo
Park in
the
approach
to Silo Park
Quayside
Quayside and, based on their success there, potentially be adopted
potentially
be adopted elsewhere.
elsewhere.

and, based on their success there,

signed to be active and accessible
designed
to be active and
year-round.

accessible year-round.
C At At
least
one
“play”
feature
mustbe
least
one
“play”
feature
must

be incorporated that has activities
designed for users of all ages.

incorporated that has activities

designed for users of all ages.
least
percent
furniture
DAt At
least
9090
percent
ofoffurniture
must
must be easily movable.

be easily movable.

E There
Theremust
must be
forfor
regular
beaaspace
space

food and beverage.

regular food and beverage.
Ch—2
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Parliament Plaza

Campo de’ Fiori,
in Rome, uses flexible
plaza design to shift
uses throughout
the day. Credit: iStock

At the heart of Quayside, Parliament Plaza would be a flexible space
well-suited for markets, public art installations, all-ages play, and events
that integrate with surrounding buildings.

Flexible plazas.

For example, in Quayside, Sidewalk Labs

The world’s best plazas are naturally

plans to design Parliament Plaza with

flexible, giving the same space many

convertible capabilities in mind. On a

different lives. Often this goal is achieved

Saturday in summer, the plaza could be

with simple, lightweight, adjustable street

totally flat. Children could play in a splash

furniture that people can move around to

pad while parents stroll through the

meet their needs. In Utrecht, for example,

markets spilling out from the stoa. In the

visitors can “pop-up” a series of benches

evening, the splash pad could convert

and other street furniture elements on

into mist machines that form a public art

demand.33 In Rome, the Campo de’ Fiori

installation when mixed with movable

transforms from market to nightlife

lighting from a nearby canopy, turning

destination by shifting around stalls and

the whole space into an interactive public

seating throughout the day.34

theatre. In winter, that same flat splash
pad surface could be turned into a free

Drawing from these precedents, Side-

skating area.

walk Labs plans to design flexible plazas
that balance the stability of permanent
features with the spaces that are open to
ongoing community programming.
Ch—2
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Parliament Slip

The Islands Brygge
Harbour Bath, in
Copenhagen, helps to
connect people to the
water for recreation
or travel. Credit:
Rasmus Hjortshøj for
Bjarke Ingels Group

At the 6,000-square-metre Parliament Slip, residents, workers,
and visitors could connect directly with the water via a new “cove”
feature (Parliament Cove), as well as a stretch of dedicated parkland
running along the slip’s eastern edge.

Water-bound spaces.
Water-bound spaces often struggle to
make room for all the community groups
who hope to use the water in different
ways, from water rituals to kayaking
to fishing to sailing. But many cities have
made progress improving the use
of their waterfront spaces through a
variety of means.
In Toronto,
Toronto,the
thePort
Port
Lands
Flood
ProIn
Lands
Flood
Protection
tection
workaincludes
a plan to
increase
work
includes
plan to increase
water
access
water access
through
naturalized
through
a naturalized
Dona River
mouth. Don
This
River
mouth.
This
new
park
will
provide
new park will provide beaches, kayak

beaches,and
kayak
launches,
and wetlands,
launches,
wetlands,
all features
that do
exist
all
features
that
do
not
currently
not currently exist on the central waterfronton

Inspired
these
precedents,
Sidewalk
Inspired
byby
these
precedents,
Sidewalk
Labs
Labs proposes
toadeploy
a series
proposes
to deploy
series of
bargesof
in Lake
bargesthat
in Lake
Ontario for
that
are designed
Ontario
are designed
community
for community
water-based
water-based
programming
acrossprogramthe seasons.
acrossParliament
the seasons.
Quayside’s
Atming
Quayside’s
SlipAt
and
throughout
Parliament
Slip
and
throughout
Keating
Keating Channel, a series of five-by-five-metre

Channel, a series of five-by-five-metre
barges would be designed to accommodate a
barges would be designed to accommorange of rotating uses: a research field station
date a range of rotating uses: a research
to study local ecology, a waterfront classroom,
field station to study local ecology, a
food growing on water (a progressive technique
waterfront classroom, food growing on
known as “aquaponics”), bars and cafés, or
water (a progressive technique known
more. Every season would present a new
as “aquaponics”), bars and cafés, or
programming opportunity for all ages.
more. Every season would present a new
programming opportunity for all ages.

the central waterfront today. In Copenhatoday. In Copenhagen, the harbour baths
gen, the harbour baths carve out space
carve out space for lounging and swimming in
for lounging and swimming in the middle
the middle of downtown; public harbour
of downtown; public harbour buses, recbuses, recreational motor boats, and even
reational motor boats, and even bookable
bookable
floating hot tubs all share the waterway.35 More than 200 splavs — Serbian
for “floating lounges” — anchor themselves in Belgrade’s rivers, appealing to a
diverse crowd.36
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Part 2
Making Open Space
More Usable
More of the Time

Goal 1

Goal
1 Reinvent
Reinvent
the the
role
of the
ground
role
of the
ground floor
floor

There is a long history of street-level

Toronto’s retail corridors have fared

markets serving as vibrant public spaces.

better than retail corridors in other major

One of the most iconic examples is the

cities, like New York and London, in part

agora of Ancient Greece.38 These cen-

because Canadians have been slower to

tral squares
were
not but
justalso
places
merchants
to sell
things,
civicfor
centres
merchants
to
sell
things,
but
also
civic
meant for general community engagement.

centres
general walkways
community
They
weremeant
framedfor
by covered
called
engagement.
They
were
framed
by
cov“stoa,” where vendors sold goods and the
Key Goals

Reclaiming street space and maximizing

To help tackle that challenge, Sidewalk

1

access to parks and plazas is the start

Labs has a two-part strategy that inte-

of bringing more people together in the

grates new digital and design capabilities

public realm. The next step is creating the

to make public space more usable more

conditions to ensure that those spaces

of the time.

Reinvent the role
of the ground
floor
2

Design an
outdoor comfort
system for all
seasons

ered walkways called “stoa,” where venpublic gathered to debate new ideas — from
dors sold goods and the public gathered
the Hippo- cratic Oath, to the Pythagorean
to debate new ideas — from the HippoTheorem, to the practice of democracy itself.
cratic Oath, to the Pythagorean Theorem,

neighbourhoods evolve.

around the
world,
including
Toronto.
including
Toronto.
The
separation
of 9-to-5
The
separation
of
9-to-5
business
business districts from the places where

ible leasing tools to create ground-floor

districts
the
places
where
people
people
livefrom
leaves
parts
of the
city vacant
at
live
leaves
parts
of
the
city
vacant
at
night, a challenge Toronto is trying to address

active, and inviting than traditional

night, a challenge Toronto is trying to
through
its Complete Streets Guidelines.
address through its Complete Streets
Harsh winters empty out
Guidelines. Harsh winters empty out

adaptable building structures and flexspaces that would be far more diverse,
ground-floor retail strips. The second
part uses real-time climate data and a set
of deployable weather-mitigation fixtures — such as retractable awnings and

public spaces,37 and the shift to an online,

inflatable shelters — to create an outdoor

on-demand economy threatens to uproot

comfort system that would dramatically

the role of ground-floor retail.

expand the amount of time the public
realm is usable.

half that in America ($2,319 to $4,552).40
But Toronto has seen a few high-profile
closures, including the 2018 shuttering
of Sears Canada.41 As online shopping
continues to grow, the future of brick
and mortar remains unknown.
These conditions set the stage for the

the seasons, and over the decades as

The first part of the strategy leverages

annual online spending in Canada roughly

to the practice of democracy itself.

remain active throughout the day, across

Promoting
vibrant
street
life
a chal- that
Promoting
vibrant
street
life is
a is
challenge
lenge that
to vex
manythe
cities
continues
to continues
vex many cities
around
world,

adopt online shopping, with per capita

Ground floors
should be about
more than retail.
They should be
forums for civic
exchange.

Moderncities
citiesoften
often
reserve
ground
Modern
reserve
thethe
ground
floor
floor
for
retail
or
expansive
office
lobbies,
for retail or expansive office lobbies, but

next evolution of the ground floor: a

but those
spaces
tend
to be closed
those
spaces
tend to
be closed
off fromoff
the
from
the
street
and
built
largely
for
comstreet and built largely for commercial

time, blending an assortment of uses

return to the public markets of an earlier
from maker spaces to community meet-

mercial purposes. As a result, the ground
purposes.
As a result, the ground floor plays
floor plays a limited role in promoting
a limited role in promoting street life, and is
street life, and is constrained in its ability
constrained in its ability to accommodate
to accommodate other community uses.
other community uses.

ing spots to food stalls, as well as tradi-

The past decade has also seen traditional

tury stoa structure — with a flexible, bare

retailers dying off, as the meteoric rise

bones core and shell system that opens

of e-commerce, the rigidity of long-term

to the street, supplemented by a digitally

lease agreements, and soaring rents that

managed leasing and operations plat-

incentivize landlords to hold out for high-

form. These tools would allow a supply

value chains have led to papered store-

of ground floor space to stay in lock-

fronts. The retailers who have performed

step with the market forces increasingly

best amid these shifts are those who

driving towards experience-based con-

recognize that their stores are less about

sumption. As in Ancient Greece, the stoa

selling things and more about creating

would enable ground floors to be about

memorable experiences.39

far more than just selling goods: they

tional retail stores.
To catalyze this shift, Sidewalk Labs plans
to devote its ground floors to a 21st-cen-

would feel like a bustling marketplace that
spills onto the street, where people could
converge to exchange ideas.
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Ground-floor space that
is activated 33% more time
each day

Atthe
theneighbourhood
neighbourhood
scale
of Quayside,
At
scale of
Quayside,
the planned
diverse
mix of ground-floor
tenants
would help
the planned
diverse mix
of ground-floor
expand
thewould
amounthelp
of time
the street
is active
by two
tenants
expand
the
amount
hours
a day,
tois
other
Toronto
retail hours
corridors.
of time
therelative
street
active
by two
a
In
addition,
a new
designed
day,
relative
todigital
otherplatform
Toronto
retailtocorencourage co-tenancy and use of space during

ridors. In addition, a new digital platform

off-peak hours could increase activity by an

designed to encourage co-tenancy and

additional hour a day. Together these advances

In 1970, Toronto pioneered the now-common

increase activity by an additional hour a

concept of business improvement districts to

day. Together these advances would pro-

revitalize neighbourhood shopping (the Bloor West

duce a 33 percent increase in the amount
of time the street is active.42

Village BIA was the first in North America).43 Today,
new trends reshape the urban retail landscape,
and Toronto continues to push urban retail innovation. A report by Ryerson University’s School of

At a
a greater
greaterdevelopment
development
scale
across
At
scale
across
the
the IDEA
District,
ground
could
IDEA
District,
ground
floors floors
could become

9 hrs
10am-7pm

The changing
face of streetlevel commerce

use of space during off-peak hours could

would produce a 33 percent increase in the amount

A typical street in Quayside would have a more diverse program
mix and more flexible co-tenancy options, leading to three
hours more daily activity relative to the weighted average of
Toronto street activity today.

Sidewalk Labs small research grant

become
diverse micro-neighbourhoods
diverse
micro-neighbourhoods
unto
unto themselves. Keating Channel could
themselves. Keating Channel could become

Average

become the new heart of an integrated
the new heart of an integrated
neighbourhood that spans the canal, with
neighbourhood that spans the canal, with
both sides brought to life through small
both sides brought to life through small retail
retail stalls on the water’s edge that could
stalls on the water’s edge that could be
be connected to large, open-air market
connected to large, open-air market spaces.
spaces. Within the heart of Villiers Island,
Within the heart of Villiers Island, stoa could
stoa could spill into neighbourhood plaspill into neighbourhood plazas at key
zas at key intersections. In old industrial
intersections.
In old
industrial
buildings,
large
buildings, large
caverns
could
become

street activity today
across destinations,
local and downtown
streets

12hrs 9am-9pm

caverns
become
of activity,
from
hubs of could
activity,
from hubs
markets
to light
markets
to light manufacturing
to services.
community
manufacturing
to community

Average street

services.

Urban and Regional Planning, commissioned by
Sidewalk Labs,44 pulled out a few of these innovative retail concepts:

Credit: Vince Talotta via Getty Images
Market 707.
Repurposed shipping containers on the grounds

activity for the

Reimagining ground-floor space in this

of the Scadding Court Community Centre, filled

way would bring the public realm that

with pop-up retail concepts, from food vendors

Sidewalk Toronto

much closer to the goal of getting people
to spend more time outdoors together.

project
Diverse program mix

Quayside's stoa space is designed to
accommodate a more diverse program than

+33% More street activity

A

ground-floor spaces on typical downtown, local

street is considered active when

and destination streets elsewhere in Toronto,

one-third of businesses or more

enabling an ongoing mix of traditional retailers,

are open.

pop-ups, community spaces, light production, and
Co-tenancy options

other uses.
Tenants
with complementary opening hours (such as a
retailer and a bar) would be able to share a lease, and
Sidewalk Labs estimates that 20 percent of tenants would
use this co-tenancy option, extending the projected street
activity even more. Stoa naturally encourages the sharing of
space by different types of tenants, and co-tenancy would
be further encouraged through Sidewalk Labs' proposed
digital leasing and operations platform.
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Providing a flexible shell
for exploration
Today, most
groundfloors
floors
conToday,
most ground
areare
constructed
to
structed
to meet
needs
a new
meet
the needs
of athe
new
tenantofthat
is

tenant that
is expected
to One.
moveIf in
on Day
expected
to move
in on Day
a building
One. If a building is intended for a restauis
intended for a restaurant, the developer

rant, the developer would design the
would design the ground floor with servicing
ground floor with servicing for a kitchen
for a kitchen and a dining area. If a building is
and a dining area. If a building is intended
intended for an industrial user, the developer
for an industrial user, the developer would
would design a factory floor. The rigidity of
design a factory floor. The rigidity of
these fit-outs means accommodating a new
these fit-outs means accommodating a
layout in the future may be cost- prohibitive.
new layout in the future may be cost-

to tattoo parlors.45 First established in 2011, the
containers not only offer short-term leases, but
ScaddingCourt
Courtalso
also
provides
wrap-around entreScadding
provides
wrap-around
preneurship programs
forfor
first-time
entrepreneurship
programs
first-timebusiness
business
owners.
owners.
The Nooks.
Located on Danforth at Woodbine, the Nooks is an
incubator for artisans and producers of handmade goods. As many as 120 entrepreneurs sell
their goods in exchange for a membership fee.
Like Market 707, the Nooks also offers business
coaching and workshops for its members.
Concepts such as these have key ingredients
in common that respond to the realities of urban
retailing today: affordable spaces, shorter lease
terms, shared services, and entrepreneurial
supports.

prohibitive.
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Stoa: Designed to create
flexible ground floors

To address
addressthis
thischallenge,
challenge,
stoa
would
To
stoa
would
be built
be built
with a
flexible
interior
to easily
with
a flexible
interior
to easily
allow
for a

In practice,
practice,these
these
features
mean
the
In
features
mean
thatthat
the stoa
stoa could,
with relatively
intercould,
with relatively
minimalminimal
intervention,

allowarray
for aofwide
array of reconfigurawide
reconfigurations.
The structural
tions. The
structural
bones
bones
of stoa
would consist
ofof
anstoa
openwould
floor

vention,uses
support
uses
ranging
from
a
support
ranging
from
a grocery
store
grocery
aisles toofaart
small
with
broadstore
aisleswith
to abroad
small network

consist
an open
plate
high
plate
withofhigh
ceilingfloor
height
and with
spacious
ceiling height and spacious column bays,
column bays, offering a shell in which tenants
offering a shell in which tenants can
can experiment with a variety of layouts and
experiment with a variety of layouts and
store concepts using a new system of flexible
store concepts using a new system of
interior walls. Designed with “plug and play”
flexible interior walls. Designed with “plug
utility connections that make mechanical,
and play” utility connections that make
plumbing, and electrical systems far more
mechanical, plumbing, and electrical sysversatile, these walls would enable operators
tems far more versatile, these walls would
to
safelyoperators
renovate interiors
much
faster than
enable
to safely
renovate
inte-

A series of architectural choices enable stoa space
to change inexpensively over time, accommodate
a range of uses, and support businesses as they grow.

usual.
In addition,
ceiling
would
host a
riors much
fasterthe
than
usual.
In addition,
modular
gridwould
that would
for easy
lighting
the ceiling
hostallow
a modular
grid
that

and
audio-visual
The audio-viwould
allow for customization.
easy lighting and
finishings
could be warm
neutral —
for
sual customization.
Theand
finishings
could

D
C

example,
polished
concrete
floor and an
be warmaand
neutral
— for example,
a
polishedtimber
concrete
floor—
and
an exposed
exposed
structure
providing
a
timber framework
structure —
a durable
durable
forproviding
each tenant’s
fit out.
framework for each tenant’s fit out.

A

See the “Buildings
and Housing” chapter
of Volume 2, on
Page 202, for more
details on adaptable
buildings.

F
I

H
B

Ofcourse,
course,some
some
fit-outs
— like
creating
Of
fit-outs
— like
creating
a
a commercial
kitchen,
which
requires
commercial
kitchen,
which
requires
unique
unique servicing
— would
still be chalservicing
— would still
be challenging.
But
lenging. But
Sidewalk
LabsSidewalk
estimatesLabs
that estimates
costs

that costswith
associated
associated
structuralwith
andstructural
mechanicaland
mechanical elements of renovation, such
elements of renovation, such as moving walls
as moving walls and electrical wiring,
and electrical wiring, would decline by roughly
would decline by roughly 50 percent. So if
50 percent. So if it would typically take a
it would typically take a landlord $40 per
landlord $40 per square foot to conduct these
square foot to conduct these aspects of a
aspects of a renovation, it would instead only
renovation, it would instead only take $20
take $20 per square foot.
per square foot.

At key locations, the stoa would have
double-height ceilings and retractable
facades that could be opened to the
outdoors, enabling them to be populated

E

networkSimilarly,
of art studios.
Similarly,
a 10-perstudios.
a 10-person
startup
could
son startup could rent out a small, shared
rent out a small, shared temporary space
temporary space within the stoa, then
within the stoa, then take over larger and
take over larger and larger spaces as it
larger spaces as it balloons to 100 people,
balloons to 100 people, rather than having
rather than having to endure the cost of
to endure the cost of relocating.
relocating.

with stalls that could be moved outside
to act as kiosks for a true market

In addition,
addition,tenants
tenants
who
choose
to take
In
who
choose
to take
full
full advantage
of Sidewalk
Labs’ prefabadvantage
of Sidewalk
Labs’ prefabricated
ricated components
andcould
finishings
components
and finishings
reap could
reap additional
cost savings.
additional
cost savings.

experience.

G

A Double-storey
Double-storey
ceiling
heights
create
ceiling
heights
create
sufficient
vertical
space
for
a
variety
sufficient vertical space for a variety of
of interior uses.

interior uses.

D Utilities
Utilitieswired
wiredthrough
through
flexible
baseflexible
baseboards
—
instead
of
being
embedboards — instead of being embedded
ded into walls — enable flexible walls

into walls — enable flexible walls to be

G Movable
Movablekiosks
kioskscan
canbe
beeasily
easily
moved
outside
for
a
livelier
moved outside for a livelier
market experience.

market experience.

to be moved or removed with far less

B Spacious
Spaciouscolumn
columnbays
bays
make
it easmake
it easier
ier
to
subdivide
the
same
space
for
to subdivide the same space for new
new uses.

uses.

C Deconstructable
Deconstructable
partitions
perpartitions
(50 (50
percent
cent of walls) are designed for faster

of walls) are designed for faster

renovations, reducing vacancy
renovations, reducing vacancy times.
times.

moved
or removed
demolition
work. with far less
demolition work.

E Retractable
Retractablefacades
facades
open
open
to to
thethe
outdoors
for
all-season
programoutdoors for all-season
ming.

programming.

F Building
BuildingRaincoats
Raincoatsprotect
protect
sidewalks
sidewalks
adjacent
to
stoa
spaces
in
from
rain
adjacent to stoa spaces in from rain
or
or snow.

H Exposed
Exposedtimber
timber
walls
support
walls
support
thethe
greater
integration
of
nature
into
greater integration of nature into
thethe
urban environment.

urban environment.

I

Modularceiling
ceilinggrids,
grids,
with
lighting
Modular
with
lighting

Stoa can support
a range of uses, from
a grocery store with
broad aisles to a small
network of art studios.

andAV
AV plug-ins,
plug-ins,further
furthersupport
support
and
accelerated renovation.

accelerated renovation.

snow.
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Enabling an all-day
ground floor
Stoa’sflexible
flexible
physical
and
digital infraStoa’s
physical
and
digital
structure enables
spaceto
infrastructure
enablesground-floor
ground-floor space
to evolve
to across
night,
evolve
overover
time:time:
from from
day today
night,
across seasons,
and over economic
long-term
seasons,
and over long-term
economic cycles.
cycles.
Day to night.
Traditional ground-floor spaces are
leased and designed by an individual
tenant. If that tenant chooses to stay
open just for five hours at night, street
life suffers for the rest of the day.
Many developers and planners strive
Retractable
facades enable
stoa to be openair in warmer
months.

for roughly 18 hours of street life, but
they struggle to find tenants to help
them realize this ambition.
fleetofof
startups
starting
to show
AAfleet
startups
areare
starting
to show
how
with different
peak
how tenants
tenants
with different
peak hours
canhours
more
can moreshare
effectively
spaces.
In
effectively
spaces.share
In Toronto,
Flexday
Toronto,restaurants
Flexday converts
restaurants
converts
into co-working
spaces

into co-working
during
the mornduring
the morningspaces
and early
afternoon,
ing and early afternoon, before dinner

before dinner
prep commences.46

Sidewalk Labs proposes to make this type
of sharing easier through a digital leasing
and operations service (see Page 164),
which would help to co-locate symbiotic
businesses or organizations that have
different service hours, such as a retail
space and a coffee shop.
Season to season.
Business demand and community needs
often fluctuate seasonally.47 Large,
garage door-style systems in some stoa
spaces would make it easy to move stalls
out into open spaces, helping tenants
stay active over the course of the year,
and blend into bustling street life.

Alongthese
theseindoor-outdoor
indoor-outdoor
spaces,
Along
spaces,
retractable
canopies
deployable
retractable
canopies
andand
deployable
building

building “Raincoats”
to facades
“Raincoats”
attached toattached
facades would
enable
would enable stoa to be open-air in
stoa to be open-air in warmer months (see

warmer months (see Page 170 for more
Page 170 for more details). In cooler months,
details). In cooler months, building Rainbuilding Rain- coats would help protect stoa
coats would help protect stoa from rain,
from rain, snow, and wind, in response to
snow, and wind, in response to real-time
real-time weather data. These
weather data. These weather-protection
weather-protection capabilities would make it
capabilities would make it easy for stoa
easy for stoa spaces to change uses to fit the
spaces to change uses to fit the temperatemperature. For example, the stoa could
ture. For example, the stoa could play
play
toopen-air
an open-air
cinema
duringthe
the
hosthost
to an
cinema
during

summer
offoff
to become
a space
for
summerand
andclose
close
to become
a space
students
to study
in the in
winter.
for students
to study
the winter.
Long-term.
While buildings can be built to last centuries, the industries and uses that dominate the ground floor tend to shift over
decade-long cycles. The rise of e-commerce is accelerating these natural fluctuations, even transforming sectors that
are typically known for their stability, like
grocery.48 In today’s on-demand world,

brands—and
up-and-coming
retailers want
flexibility
a brick-and-mortar
arrangement
flexibility — a brick-and-mortar arrangement as easy to adjust as a website.49
Stoa can go where the economy is
headed. For example, as stores become
less about on-site purchases and more
about experience, retailers might opt to
ship more items directly from an offsite warehouse to customers’ homes. In
this scenario, a stoa retail tenant could
start with a business-as-usual amount

Sidewalk Labs estimates
that costs associated
with renovation, such
as moving walls and
electrical wiring, would
decline by roughly
50 percent.

of inventory in store, and scale it back as
the store moves towards this new model
of commerce.
Similarly,as
asself-driving
self-driving
vehicles
beSimilarly,
vehicles
become
come
more common,
a two-storey
more
common,
a two-storey
ground-floor car
ground-floor
dealership
dealership
couldcar
shrink
down to could
a one-storey
shrink down
a one-storey
showroom,
andtoeventually
downshowroom,
to a micro
andfor
eventually
down
to a micro stall
stall
on-demand
rentals.
for on-demand rentals.
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How
How
stoa
stoa
enables
enables
multiple
multiple
uses
uses
across
across
thethe
same
same
dayday

A flower shop
A flower
could
shop could
stay openstay
from
open
9 from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.,
a.m. to
before
5 p.m., before
closing toclosing
receiveto
a receive a
nighttimenighttime
jazz club. jazz club.

The flexibility
The flexibility
of the space
of themakes
space it
makes
possible
it possible
for a morning
for a morning
flower shop
flower
toshop
become
to become
an evening
an evening
jazz club.
jazz club.
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When the flower
market closes, it
could go through
a quick clean-up
and furniture could
be shifted around
to prepare for
opening as a jazz
club in the evening.
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161161

This same stoa space
could be occupied by
a jazz club from 7 p.m.
to midnight.
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Helping businesses
open and grow with
a digital platform
Ground-floor tenants increasingly want

Companies such
StoreCompanies
suchas
asAppear
AppearHere,
Here,
Storefront, and Toronto-based UpperCase are

front, and Toronto-based UpperCase are
helping to de-risk brick and mortar for

helping to de-risk brick and mortar for
emerging retailers by providing short-

emerging
retailers
by providing
er-term space
commitments,
and, in some

their physical sites to be as easy to open

shorter-term
space
commitments,
and, in
cases, starting
to offer
fit-out services

and evolve as their digital sites. Stoa’s

and even
ongoing
operational
support.
some
cases,
starting
to offer fit-out

structural shell provides a baseline of

They are and
also even
de-risking
these
shortservices
ongoing
operational

flexibility. Another key innovation is a
digital leasing and operations platform —
a concept Sidewalk Labs is calling Seed

er-term spaces by creating online market-

support. They are also de-risking these
places that can match property owners

shorter-term spaces by creating online
to a ready population of potential tenants

Space — which would provide services

marketplaces
can match property
from around
thethat
world.

that make it easier for businesses to

owners to a ready population of potential

establish a physical presence, and test

In Quayside,
Labs
plans to build
tenants
fromSidewalk
around the
world.

out new store concepts in Quayside.

Innovation spotlight

How Seed Space
empowers businesses
Flexible leases.
Flexible lease terms
and tailored space
recommendations
would break down
barriers to entry and
open pathways to lowrisk explorations.

Guided process.
A guided and expedited process would
offer full transparency
of the necessary
steps, with expertise
to support planning
and management for
a space.

Performance tips.
Adaptable spaces
and leases would
help merchants maximize space utilization
while fostering joint
ventures.

Merchant collectives.
A nurtured network of
merchants could bond
and unite for better
business and neighbour experiences.

on these best-in-class concepts, offering
a suite of services ranging from on-

Today, there are lots of barriers to

demand leasing to help with permitting

opening up a new physical retail footprint,

to opt-in customer analytics.

especially for first timers. In Toronto, a
typical commercial lease ranges from
five to 10 years, and landlords often do
not want to take on the risk of a shortterm (or uncredited) tenant.50 From the
tenant perspective, opening a business
requires not only locating the right space,
but also having the capital to pay for it,
finding staff to do everything from checkout to cleaning, and doing enough market
research to make smart decisions on
questions like branding and hours.51
Thesechallenges
challenges
are
magnified
for
These
are
magnified
for young
young businesses,
like mom-and-pop
businesses,
like mom-and-pop
startups that
startups
thatand
addopportunity
charactertoand
add
character
a opportunity to a neighbourhood,
as well as
neighbourhood,
as well as online

Thesetools
tools—
—which
whichare
are
intended
These
intended
to to
supplement,
not
replace,
brokers
— can
supplement,
not
replace,
brokers
— can
help
help tenants
by moving
of upfront
the big,
tenants
by moving
some ofsome
the big,
upfront
that areassociated
normally with
associcosts
thatcosts
are normally
real

ated with
into more
manageestate
into real
moreestate
manageable
variable
costs.
able variable costs. For landlords, these
For landlords, these innovations provide a
innovations provide a marketplace, and
marketplace, and reduce short-term space
reduce short-term space vacancies and
vacancies and downtime between leases.
downtime between leases. Seed Space
Seed Space services would make it possible
services would make it possible for
for neighbourhoods to keep the street more
neighbourhoods to keep the street more
active, and for landlords to take risks on
active, and for landlords to take risks on
more dynamic tenants, who might not be
more dynamic tenants, who might not be
equipped
willing
to to
sign
up up
for for
a five
or
equippedoror
willing
sign
a five-

10-year
contract.
or 10-year
contract.

online businesses
businesses
that maythat
wantmay
to trywant
out ato try
out a physical presence without a longphysical
presence without a long- term
term commitment. But they also affect
commitment. But they also affect more
more established retailers each time
established retailers each time they open a
they open a new storefront.
new storefront.
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Committing to a
diversity of businesses

Making
Open Space
Goal
2 Making
Open Space More Usable More of the Time
More Usable More of the Time

Design an outdoor comfort system for all seasons

importantthat
thatbusinesses
businesses of
of all
all sizes
ItItisisimportant
— and entrepreneurs from underrepresizes
— and entrepreneurs from

Goal 2

sented backgrounds — have the oppor-

underrepresented backgrounds — have
tunity to partake in the growth process

the
opportunity
to partake
in the growth
enabled
by stoa’s
flexible structure
process
by stoa’s
flexible
and the enabled
Seed Space
platform.
Sidewalk

Design an outdoor
comfort system for
all seasons

Labs plans
tothe
ensure
this
diversity
in
structure
and
Seed
Space
platform.
two ways:Labs
an incubator
and
Sidewalk
plans to program,
ensure this
shared equipment and facilities for

diversity in two ways: an incubator
ground-floor tenants.

program, and shared equipment and
facilities for ground-floor tenants.

1

Small business incubator.

Quayside,Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Labs
plans
to sponInInQuayside,
Labs
plans
to sponsor
a small
business
incubator
designed
asor
small
business
incubator
designed
to help

to help
those
without
access
to capital
those
without
access
to capital
open
up shop.
open
up
shop.
A
pilot
of
this
effort
took
A pilot of this effort took place during summer

place during summer of 2018 at Sidewalk
of 2018 at Sidewalk Labs’ main Toronto office,
Labs’ main Toronto office, 307. Sidewalk
307. Sidewalk Labs hosted new Canadian
Labs hosted new Canadian food entrefood entrepreneurs who had previously
preneurs who had previously launched
launched
their first retail business with support
from the Scadding Court Community
Centre at Market 707, on the corner of
Dundas and Bathurst.52
SidewalkLabs
Labsplans
plans
issue
a Request
Sidewalk
toto
issue
a Request
for
for Proposal
for partners
help and
launch
Proposal
for partners
to helpto
launch
and operate
this incubator
program.
operate
this incubator
program.
That partner
That partner
would
would
help source,
vet,help
andsource,
provide vet,
requisite
and provide
requisite training
training
to entrepreneurs.
In turn, to
asentrepart of

preneurs.
In turn,
as part
the incubator,
the
incubator,
Sidewalk
Labsofwould
reserve a
Sidewalk Labs would reserve a portion of

portion of stalls at below-market rents,
stalls at below-market rents, enabling the
enabling the cohort to test ideas and sharpen
cohort to test ideas and sharpen busibusiness skills in a low-risk environment.
ness skills in a low-risk environment.

2

Shared ground-floor facilities.

InInQuayside,
Sidewalk
Labs
also
plans
to to
Quayside,
Sidewalk
Labs
also
plans
leverage
shared
equipment
and and
facilities
to
leverage
shared
equipment
facilities
to help
makers
three priorhelp
locallocal
makers
thrive thrive
in threeinpriority
ity sectors:
food markets,
experisectors:
publicpublic
food markets,
experiential
arts,
ential
arts, and
production uses.
and
production
uses.

To
public
food
markets
to to
To encourage
encourage
public
food
markets
participate
open
concept,
venparticipate
in in
thethe
open
stoastoa
concept,
vendors
dors would
have access
to a commercial
shared comwould
have access
to a shared
mercialallowing
kitchen,them
allowing
them
cook To
kitchen,
to cook
foodtoon-site.
food on-site.
encourage
the arts,
encourage
the To
arts,
creatives would
havecreatives would
have
access and
to shared
fabaccess
to shared
fabrication
digital tools
rication
and
digital
tools
in the Civic
and
in
the Civic
and
Cultural
Assembly,
along
with
Cultural Assembly, along with affordable
affordable spaces to produce and present
spaces to produce and present works,
works, drawing on the tremendous talent in
drawing on the tremendous talent in
Toronto, including those who have graduated
Toronto, including those who have gradfrom Artscape Daniels Launchpad, a short
uated from Artscape Daniels Launchpad,
walk away at 130 Queens Quay East. And to
a short walk away at 130 Queens Quay
encourage production uses, stoa would
East. And to encourage production uses,
provide shared fabrication equipment and
stoa would provide shared fabrication
create
opportunities
for crossover
between
equipment
and create
opportunities
for

production
other industries
— be
it retail,
crossoverand
between
production
and
other
arts
and
culture,
or
food
and
beverage.
industries — be it retail, arts and culture,
or food and beverage.
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Evenwhen
whenthe
theconditions
conditions
right
to proEven
areare
right
to promote
a vibrant
ground
theplays
weather
amote
vibrant
ground floor,
thefloor,
weather
a big

tochilly
chillywinds.
winds.
Using
climate
data
col- at
to
Using
climate
data
collected
lected
at Billy
Bishop
andmetric
a stanBilly
Bishop
Airport
and Airport
a standard

plays
a big role inhow
determining
much
role
in determining
much timehow
people
time people
spend
While
the
spend
outdoors.
Whileoutdoors.
the seasons
drive
the

dard metric
calledThermal
the Universal
called
the Universal
ClimateThermal
Index,
Climate Index,
Sidewalkthat
Labs
Sidewalk
Labs calculated
thecalculated
waterfront

seasons of
drive
thelife
character
character
public
in Torontoof—public
from
life
in
Toronto
—
from
summer
day
summer day trips to the Islands, to fall trips

waterfront
only comfortable,
isthat
onlythe
comfortable,
onisaverage,
for 30
on
average,
for
30
percent
of
the year.
percent of the year.

to the Islands, to fall pumpkin parades
pumpkin parades across the city — it is no
across the city — it is no secret that
secret that outdoor activity is concentrated in
outdoor activity is concentrated in the
the six-month period from late April through
six-month period from late April through
October, when the weather is pleasant.
October, when the weather is pleasant.

percent), too cold (37 percent), or too wet
(4 percent).53
Toronto’swaterfront
waterfront
does
have
Toronto’s
does
not not
have
to to
hibernate,
because
capabilities
hibernate,
because
thethe
capabilities
existexist
to

Forcenturies,
centuries,
cities
have
used
architec-to
For
cities
have
used
architecture
ture to moderate
theand
weather
and keep
moderate
the weather
keep public
life

to help
streets
and outdoor
retain
help
streets
and outdoor
space space
retain their
their vitality
yearAfter
round.
After analyzing
vitality
year round.
analyzing
climate

publicon
life
active
In the
active
the
street.on
Inthe
the street.
late 1800s,
aslate
1800s, asphotographs
historical photographs
historical
show, Torontoshow,
was

climate
andhow
studying
howstreet
it impacts
data
and data
studying
it impacts
grids
street
grids
and
buildings,
Sidewalk
and buildings, Sidewalk Labs has developed

Toronto
filled
a maze
of awnings
filled
with was
a maze
of with
awnings
that extended
thatstorefronts
extended and
from
storefronts
and
glass
from
glass
arcades to
cover
arcades to cover alleyways, providing
alleyways, providing protection from the sun,
protection from the sun, snow, and rain.
snow, and rain.
This approach
This
approach of
of mitigating
mitigating outdoor
outdoor
weather changed in the 20th century,
weather
changed in the 20th century, as
as technologies like central heating and

technologies like central heating and

Labs has developed a replicable system
a replicable system of weather-mitigation
of weather-mitigation tools and architools and architectural interventions that could
tectural interventions that could help
help dramatically increase outdoor comfort.
dramatically increase outdoor comfort.
This system would leverage the latest
This system would leverage the latest
advances in lightweight material technology,
advances in lightweight material technoland could respond in real time to changing
ogy, and could respond in real time
weather.
to changing weather.

air-conditioning shifted activity indoors

air-conditioning
shifted activity indoors to
to climate-controlled, sealed environclimate-controlled,
sealed
environments.
ments. In Toronto, from
November

Systematically applied in Quayside, this
approach to weather mitigation would

through
April,
theNovember
underground
PATH
In
Toronto,
from
through

increase the hours it is comfortable to

network
the centre ofPATH
gravitynetwork
for comApril,
theisunderground
is

be outdoors by 35 percent, drawing more

muting, and the home is the centre of

the centre of gravity for com- muting,

people into public spaces, together.

gravity for social activity. Popular outdoor

and the home is the centre of gravity for

hangouts like Queen West and Trinity Bell-

social
Popular outdoor hangouts
woodsactivity.
quiet down.
like Queen West and Trinity Bell- woods
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The rest of the year is either too hot (29

Implemented at the full scale of the IDEA
District, this approach could go even
further, potentially doubling the number

That effect
quiet
down. is particularly noticeable on

of hours it is comfortable to be outdoors

the waterfront, which is uniquely exposed

each year for key spaces.54
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This
increase would be possible thanks to the
This increase would be possible thanks to the

Quayside impact

impact
the street
street grid
grid and
and buildimpact of
of optimizing
optimizing the

Weather-mitigation tools create
572 more comfortable hours outdoors

ing massings
over aover
large
because
building
massings
a area.
largeAnd
area.
And
the system’s
components
are modular,
because
the core
system’s
core components
areit

could be replicated in other areas of the city — or

modular, it could be replicated in other areas of
adjusted to different climates in other parts of

the city — or adjusted to different climates in

Figure 1.
Typical development: Comfortable hours outdoors

the world.

Figure11 shows
shows baseline
baselineoutdoor
outdoor
Figure

comfort levels for Quayside, based
comfort
levels for Quayside, based on

on the Universal Thermal Climate
Index. Red areas indicate times when
Red
areas indicate times
it is
it is uncomfortable
to bewhen
outside
because it is too
hot,
blue areas
uncomfortable
to be
outside
because it
show
when
it
is
too
cold.
Green
is too hot, blue areas show when repit is
resents times that are comfortable.
too cold. Green represents times that
Because microclimates are complex
are
Because
andcomfortable.
dynamic, this
methodology
microclimates
are complex
and in key
focuses on improving
comfort
locationsthis
within
a neighbourhood,
dynamic,
methodology
focuses on
such as pedestrian walkways, plazas,
improving comfort in key locations
and parks. The metrics in this chart
within a neighbourhood, such as
refer to these locations.

the Universal Thermal Climate Index.

Hours in the day

pedestrian walkways, plazas, and

parks.
metrics
in this chart
refer to
FigureThe
2 shows
outdoor
comfort
levelslocations.
for Quayside with planned outthese

Days in the year

Figure 2.
Sidewalk Labs: Comfortable hours outdoors

door comfort interventions applied
to the neighbourhood site plan.
Relative to a typical development on
the waterfront, which is comfortable
outdoors for 1,653 daylight hours
per year, Sidewalk Labs’ proposed
suite of weather-mitigation tools
would make Quayside comfortable
for 2,225 hours — an increase of 572
hours, or 35 percent.55

other parts of the world.

Partnering to develop a
data-driven design approach

Villiers
Island:
Adjustments
to
Villiers
Island:
Adjust-

ments to
can
massing
canmassing
reduce wind
speeds
reduce
wind
speeds
and
and
increase
outdoor
comfort

increase outdoor comfort
Precinct plan:
Villiers massing and wind speed

Designingfor
foroutdoor
outdoor
comfort
requires
Designing
comfort
requires
studying an
studying
an area’s “microclimate.”
Microclimate
area’s
“microclimate.”
Microclimate refers
to the
refers topatterns
the weather
patterns
a very specific
weather
of a very
specificof
geography.
In an
geography.
an urban
context,
urban
context,Inthat
could be
down tothat
the could
level ofbe
an
down to the
level
of an individual
street like
or
individual
street
or plaza.
It looks at factors
plaza. It looks at factors like sunshine, temperasunshine,
temperature, humidity, precipitation, and

ture, humidity, precipitation, and wind chill — all
wind chill — all of which are measured on the
of which are measured on the Universal Thermal
Universal Thermal Climate Index.
Climate Index.
Precisionisisimportant
important
when
it comes
to designPrecision
when
it comes
to designing
for
ing for comfort,
because
nook
city
comfort,
because every
nookevery
of a city
hasofitsa own
has its own
conditions.
One
be in
conditions.
One
street might
bestreet
in the might
shade and
the shade
afflicted
by a vicious
windtunnel,
afflicted
by aand
vicious
windtunnel,
whereas
the next

Sidewalk Labs-adjusted:
Villiers massing and wind speed

whereas
the next
might
be flooded
might
be flooded
with
daylight
and havewith
onlydaylight
a
and have only a pleasant breeze. The difference
pleasant breeze. The difference between these two
between these two spaces stems from planning
spaces stems from planning and architecture
and architecture choices, not inherent qualities
choices, not inherent qualities of weather patterns.
of weather patterns.
To create a system that proactively predicts
and plans for outdoor comfort, Sidewalk Labs
worked in close collaboration with multiple
partners. RWDI, a team of Toronto-based climate
engineers, ran climate analyses for Quayside
and the full IDEA District. They collaborated with
PARTISANS, a Toronto architecture firm with
expertise in new materials and tensile structures,

Hours in the day

to help iterate on architectural interventions in
response to climate data.

At Cherry Street, creating slanted building facades reduces
wind speed. In the top diagram, the yellow areas represent
wind tunnels; in the bottom diagram, those tunnels have
been eliminated through the facade adjustment.

The first step in this joint exercise was to look at
the street grid and building masses, and tailor

Days in the year

each for wind protection and optimized solar
gain. For example, on Cherry Street, adjusting
the building facade reduced wind speeds by an
average of 35 to 45 percent, and up to 80 percent
in certain areas.56
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Creating a core set of
weather interventions:
Raincoat, Fanshell,
Lantern Forest
Next,to
toachieve
achievean
aneven
even
higher
level
Next,
higher
level
of of
comfort,
the
partners
developed
a toolkit
comfort,
the
partners
developed
a toolkit
to
to address
microclimates
and around
address
microclimates
in andinaround
common
common
urban environments
planned for
urban
environments
planned for the
the waterfront.
prototypical
archiwaterfront.
Three Three
prototypical
architectural
tectural interventions formed an initial set
interventions formed an initial set of tools that
of tools that designers could adapt and
designers could adapt and recombine to meet
recombine to meet the outdoor comfort
the outdoor comfort targets of a specific site:
targets of a specific site: a Raincoat for
a Raincoat for the building’s edge, a Fanshell
the building’s edge, a Fanshell for open
for open spaces, and a Lantern Forest for
spaces, and a Lantern Forest for urban
urban canyons (spaces between buildings).
canyons (spaces between buildings).
For the
For
the Sidewalk
SidewalkToronto
Torontoproject,
project,these
interventions could be installed, manthese
interventions could be installed,
aged, and secured through the joint

managed, and secured through the

efforts of the ground-floor operator and

joint
efforts
of the
ground-floor
the Open
Space
Alliance,
a new public
operator
and theentity
Opendescribed
Space on
realm non-profit

Page 178. a new public realm non-profit
Alliance,

entity described on Page 178.

Sidewalk
Labs
is is
currently
testing
these
Sidewalk
Labs
currently
testing
these
interventions
through
full-scale
prototypes
interventions through full-scale proto-at
its
Toronto
office,
307, office,
which will
provide
types
at its
Toronto
307,
whichawill
providetoa evaluate
baselinefabrication,
to evaluate
fabrication,
baseline
installation,
installation, maintenance,
durability, and
maintenance,
durability, and comfort
comfort performance
over
the coming
performance
over the coming
months.
Design
months.
Design
and fabrication
and
fabrication
partners
will provide partners
input on
willstructure,
provide input
on the
matethe
materials,
andstructure,
costing, and
rials, will
andmeasure
costing,the
and
RWDI performance
will measure
RWDI
comfort

the comfort performance through the
through the collection of meteorological data
collection of meteorological data around
around the prototypes.
the prototypes.

Sidewalk
Labs
plans
to work
local
regulators
Sidewalk
Labs
plans
towith
work
with
local
to
ensure AODA
for these
systems,
regulators
to compliance
ensure AODA
compliance
building
on best
practicesbuilding
for indicating
low
for these
systems,
on best

clearance
zones
tactile cues,
to gain
practices
for with
indicating
lowand
clearance

support for pilots in areas where a system (such as

zones with tactile cues, and to gain sup-

the Raincoat) would extend into the right of way.

port for pilots in areas where a system
(such as the Raincoat) would extend
into the right of way.

The outdoor
comfort system
would leverage
the latest
advances in
lightweight
material
technology, and
could respond
in real time to
changing weather.

The Raincoat extends
a building’s edge to
protect the sidewalk
from rain, wind,
and sun.

TheRaincoat
Raincoat
consists
of an adjustable
The
consists
of an adjustable
awning or
“second
that could extend
outward
fromextend
a
awningskin”
or “second
skin” that
could
building’s
to protect
the sidewalk
from
outwardedge
from
a building’s
edge
to rain,
protect

wind,
and sun. It from
could attach
one side
a building
the sidewalk
rain, to
wind,
andofsun.
It
and anchor into piles beneath the street pavers, or it

could attach to one side of a building and

could be applied as a retractable canopy, spanning

anchor into piles beneath the street pav-

from building to building. In that sense, the Raincoat

ers, or it could be applied as a retractable

follows the grand tradition of shop awnings, fixed

canopy, spanning from building to build-

arcades, colonnades, and other installations that help

ing. In that
Raincoat
follows
integrate
streetsense,
life into the
the ground
floor of
buildings

the
grand
tradition
of shop
awnings,
fixed
—
albeit
with a
greater capacity
to adjust
to outdoor
arcades,Unlike
colonnades,
and
otherisinstalconditions.
awnings, the
Raincoat
able to
lations
that help
streetitslife into
more
effectively
blockintegrate
wind, and change
transparency
allow of
in more
sunlight—onalbeit
cold days
the groundtofloor
buildings
with
and
less on warm
days. to adjust to outdoor
a greater
capacity

conditions. Unlike awnings, the Raincoat
is able to more effectively block wind,
Raincoat

and change its transparency to allow
in more sunlight on cold days and less
on warm days.
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TheFanshell
Fanshell
a collection
large, temThe
is ais
collection
of large,oftemporary
urban
shelters
couldshelters
provide outdoor
comfortprovide
in open
porarythat
urban
that could
spaces,
such
as Silo Park.
The system
includes
outdoor
comfort
in open
spaces,
suchtwo

distinct
the Shell type,
a moretwo
enclosed
as Siloshelter
Park.types:
The system
includes

system that protects from wind, rain, and sun, and the

distinct shelter types: the Shell type, a

Fan type, a more open, umbrella-like covering that

more enclosed system that protects from

protects from sun and rain. Both types cover 80

wind, rain, and sun, and the Fan type, a

square metres, can accommodate free-standing

more open, umbrella-like covering that

heaters, and have the capacity to shelter up to 100

protects
and rain.
Both types
people.
Bothfrom
types sun
also employ
an origami-style

coverfabric
80 square
metres,
accommofolded
construction,
which can
allows
them to

Fanshell

date free-standing
heaters,
and
haveand
the
achieve
wide spans, deploy
easily and
quickly,
capacity
toand
shelter
to easily
100 people.
Both
be
packed flat
storedup
more
than a tent.
types also employ an origami-style folded
fabric construction, which allows them
to achieve wide spans, deploy easily and
quickly, and be packed flat and stored
more easily than a tent.

The Fanshell provides
open-space coverage
for up to 100 people.

The Lantern Forest
mitigates wind tunnels
that form between
buildings.

TheLantern
LanternForest
Forest
represents
a collec-of
The
represents
a collection
tion of lightweight,
tall,
narrow struclightweight,
tall, narrow
structures
that could
tures that
could
shelter
from
create
shelter
fromcreate
wind when
grouped
wind when
grouped
onathe
together
on the
groundtogether
(almost like
stand of

ground
liketogether
a stand from
of trees),
trees),
or(almost
when hung
buildings
or when hung together from buildings
(like paper lanterns). The Lantern Forest
(like paper lanterns). The Lantern Forwould help address the challenge of wind
est would help address the challenge
tunnels that form in the spaces between
of wind tunnels that form in the spaces
buildings, often called urban canyons. The
between buildings, often called urban
structures, which could reach eight metres
canyons. The structures, which could
tall, could be useful in many different
reach eight metres tall, could be useful in
conditions: a few Lanterns could be placed
many different conditions: a few Lanterns
along
alleyways,
streets;
a flock of
couldlanes,
be placed
alongand
lanes,
alleyways,

Lanterns
couldabe
placed
in larger open
and streets;
flock
of Lanterns
could be
areas.
The
inside
could
be
inhabited
by a few
placed in larger open areas. The inside
Lantern Forest

people
at once
in a variety
of ways,
from
could be
inhabited
by a few
people
at
kiosks
foravendors
stations,
and
once in
variety to
of warming
ways, from
kiosks
for
could
be secured
or collapsed
during
vendors
to warming
stations,
and off
could

hours.
be secured or collapsed during off hours.
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How ETFE works
The Raincoat is designed to change its transparency to allow in more sunlight on cold days
and less sunlight on warm days. A panel system
of air-filled ETFE cushions is capable of inflating
or deflating on-demand. Depending on how
much each cushion is inflated, opaque patterns
printed on the ETFE’s exterior and interior layers
align to let in more sun or overlap to block it.

Building Raincoat

ETFE is
ETFE
is a
a lightweight
lightweight

plastic building maplastic building material
terial that can adjust
that
can adjust its
its transparency in
transparency
response to in
weather
patterns.toItweather
is beresponse
coming increasingly
patterns.
It is becoming
popular for entertainincreasingly popular for
ment venues, such as
entertainment
venues,
The Shed at Hudson
such
Shed
YardsasinThe
New
Yorkat
City,
which
opened
Hudson Yards in New
in April 2019. Credit:
York City, which opened
Brett Beyer

in April 2019. Credit:

Materials.
Across
the
outdoor
comfort
system,
Across
the
outdoor
comfort
system,
Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Labs
plans
to
leverage
the buildLabs plans to leverage the building material

one-off projects — such as The Shed in

ing material
Composite
Composite
ETFE
(EthyleneETFE (Ethylene
Tetrafluoroethylene),
a durable,
highly
Tetrafluoroethylene),
a durable,
highly

systematically as a building material

transparent,
lightweight
plastic
film. ETFE
transparent,
lightweight
plastic
film. ETFE
provides transparency without the heavy
provides
transparency without the heavy and

and expensive structure required to supexpensive structure required to support glass,
port glass, and is uniquely customizable
and is uniquely customizable
through printed patterns that can control
light and opacity.57

New York City — but they are rarely used
across a neighbourhood. To Sidewalk
Labs’ knowledge, the Raincoat prototype
at 307 is the first use of ETFE as a building
material in Ontario.
Sidewalk Labs estimates that maturing
the raincoat technology and installing
Raincoats at multiple locations within

Brett Beyer

ETFEgained
gainedpopularity
popularity
a building
ETFE
as as
a building
material
material
around
the
turn
of
the
21st
around the turn of the 21st century, and cenit is

Quayside would lead to a 71 percent cost

tury,commonly
and it is now
used
in vennow
usedcommonly
in venues like
sports
and
ues
like
sports
and
entertainment
stadia.
entertainment stadia. As its use increased, a

the prototype). There should be an even

system was
of
As itssystem
use increased,
panelcushions
panel
of air-filledaETFE
air-filled ETFE cushions was developed to
developed
to improve energy performance.

improve energy performance.
Each cushion is capable of inflating or
Each cushion is capable of inflating or
deflating on-demand. Depending on how
deflating on-demand. Depending on how
much the cushion is inflated, opaque patterns
much the cushion is inflated, opaque patprinted on the film layers align to let in more
terns printed on the film layers align to let
sun or overlap to block it.
in more sun or overlap to block it.

Ch—2

Today, ETFE panels are often applied on
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reduction per installation (relative to
greater drop in expenses per square foot
at the scale of the full IDEA District. This
scale also affords a great opportunity to
explore diverse architectural expressions.
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Scenario 1:
Opaque patterns printed
on the exterior (shown in
blue) and interior (in red)
layers of ETFE film are
aligned, allowing more
sunlight to pass through.

Scenario 2:
As the pressure in the air
cushion is adjusted, the
internal layer (in red) shifts
to cover more surface area
and therefore block sun
with its opaque pattern.
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Environmental sensing.

Deployment.

Scaling.

Cost-Benefit.

Anotherkey
key
feature
of the
outdoor
comAnother
feature
of the
outdoor
comfort
fort system
is an embedded
of
system
is an embedded
networknetwork
of

Each structure in the outdoor comfort

The outdoor comfort system’s modularity

The cost to build this outdoor comfort

system intervention would be light and

would enable it to accommodate a wide

toolkit ranges from $500 to $2,100 per

microclimate
measurement
instruments,
microclimate
measurement
instruments,
includingwind
wind
anemometers,
thermomeincluding
anemometers,
thermometers,

collapsible. The structures would all be

range of community activities and needs.

square metre, depending on the mod-

capable of attaching to building facades

ters,sunlight
and sunlight
rain detectors.
and
and rainand
detectors.

or plugging into power and data outlets

Many of these (non-personal) sensors

features create a system that could be

have dropped dramatically in price over

quickly deployed, moved, taken down,

the last 10 years, and can now share

and stored. As kinetic technologies

information digitally rather than through

and autonomous delivery systems

cumbersome manual transfers.58 While a

evolve, Sidewalk Labs anticipates that

windanemometer
anemometer
may
seem
innovawind
may
not not
seem
innovative,
tive,
the integration
many
local with
sensors
the
integration
of manyof
local
sensors
a

the set-up, take-down, and delivery of

with a predictive
and responsive
weathpredictive
and responsive
weather-mitigation
er-mitigation
system
is new. system is new.

increasingly automated.

To ensure
real-timedeployment,
deployment,
these
To
ensure real-time
these
sensorswould
wouldgather
gather
daily
data
at key
sensors
daily
data
at key

distribution
points,
such
building
distribution
points,
such
as as
on on
building
rooftops and around Raincoat canopies,
rooftops
and around Raincoat canopies, and

and would be capable of communicatwould be capable of communicating live with
ing live with the comfort system — for
the comfort system — for example, telling a
example, telling a set of Raincoat canoset of Raincoat canopies to open in advance
pies to open in advance of rain, or proof rain, or providing instructions for the
viding instructions for the placement of
placement of Lanterns in response to wind
Lanterns in response to wind patterns.
patterns. This network could be further
This network could be further enhanced
enhanced with computational
with computational weather-prediction
weather-prediction
systems
to provide
systems to provide
an extra
layer ofan

extra
layer and
of resilience
climate
resilience
climateand
responsiveness
to
responsiveness
to
neighbourhoods
and
cities.
neighbourhoods and cities. The ground

For example,
example,the
theFanshell
Fanshell
system
is
For
system
is designed
designed
to provide
urban
to
provide large
urban large
canopies
thatcanocould be

located at grade or on buildings. These

pies thatand
could
befor
reserved
and
used for
reserved
used
things like
social
things like social events, art installations,
events,
art installations, and cultural

these structures could become

For example,
example, each
For
eachLantern
Lanternwould
wouldinclude
include a
a mobile base that could serve as a kiosk
mobile
base that could serve as a kiosk —
— similar to those used by street vendors

similar to those used by street vendors
today — as well as a roof structure that

today
— as well as a roof structure that
could expand to provide wind protection.

could
expand
to provide
protection.
couldwind
be placed
atop
The roof
structures

Weathermitigation tools
can increase
comfortable hours
by at least

35%
annually in
Quayside.

dropped
sigprice
ETFE
has
already
price
of of
ETFE
has
already
dropped
significantly
in the past
innificantly
the past decade,
as it decade,
is used as it is used

be managed through a digital booking

lunch in a public courtyard, and stay out-

system, and two-to-four trained installers

doors for longer, during weather that was

could deploy each Fanshell in a matter of

comfortable according to the Universal

hours — making this system much more

Thermal Climate Index.62 When more peo-

agile than current rental tents, which
require a large crew for setup sometimes

moved
or stored,
and extended
each
kiosk,
collapsed
when theupwards
kiosk is

a day or more in advance.59

to create progressively larger wind

economies of scale related to the growth
of the renewable energy industry.61
Such costs can be justified when weighed
against the increase in usable hours of
public space. A study done at MIT showed
that people were twice as likely to eat

ple are
comfortable
goingout,
out,restaurants,
restaupeople
are
comfortable going
rants,and
stores,
and see
services
see more
stores,
services
more business,

business,
offsetting
build and
offsetting
build
and operating
costsoperating
with
costs with increased economic activity.
increased economic activity.
Economic activity is known to drop during

breaks when the kiosks are deployed.

Adaptability.

Alternatively, the Lantern roofs could be

Each aspect of the system features

winter months throughout Canada, with

adaptable materials and components

retail sales falling up to 20 percent.63

create progressively larger wind breaks
when
the kiosks
are
deployed.
hung between
two
buildings
on a cate-

Alternatively,
the Lantern
roofs could
nary wire (included
in the design
of thebe
street),
keepingtwo
thebuildings
ground free
their
hung
between
on until
a catenary
programing is needed. Some Lanterns
wire
(included in the design of the street),

that would respond to microclimate data
in different ways.

could be requested for special events.

Raincoat
deployment,
and the
Open
Space
of Raincoat
deployment,
and
the Open

could be leased by vendors, while others

Space Alliance
could
play a
similar
role for
Alliance
could play
a similar
role
for Fanshells
Fanshells
and Lanterns.
and
Lanterns.

could be requested for special events.

respond
to sunlight
bymore
inflating
tocould
sunlight
by inflating
(creating
shade) or
(creating
moreinshade)
or deflating
(letdeflating
(letting
more light).
This adaptability

could be leased by vendors, while others

keeping the ground free until their

programing is needed. Some Lanterns

For more on the
proposed use of data
in public spaces,
see the “Digital
Innovation” chapter of
Volume 2, on Page 374.

ting in
more
Thisprotect
adaptability
would
would
help
thelight).
Raincoat
ground-floor
help the
protect
ground-floor
space
fromRaincoat
summer heat;
it also
would enable
space
from
summer easily
heat; it
also would
the
system
to transition
between
daytime
enable
the system
to as
transition
easilyand
and
nighttime
activities,
temperatures
between daytime and nighttime activilight
patterns change. Furthermore, the
ties, as temperatures and light patterns
Raincoat could cover plazas and narrow
change. Furthermore, the Raincoat could
streets, providing on-demand shelter for
cover plazas and narrow streets, providpedestrians.
ing on-demand shelter for pedestrians.
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the markets for new materials grow. The

in solar panels and has benefited from

eachroof
kiosk,
collapsed
when
kiosk is
The
structures
could
bethe
placed
atop

moved or stored, and extended upwards to

declines as technology advances and

and cultural gatherings. The coverage
gatherings. The coverage that each Fanshell
that each Fanshell provides could grow by
provides could grow by placing additional
placing additional Fanshells side-by-side:
Fanshells side-by-side: one Fanshell might be
one Fanshell might be enough to provide
enough to provide shade for a family
shade for a family barbecue, while multibarbecue, while multiple Fanshells might help
ple Fanshells might help an arts organizaan arts organization put on a festival during a
tion put on a festival during a rainy spring
rainy spring
day. Reservations and requests could

For
the
Raincoat’s
ETFE
panels
have
Forexample,
example,
the
Raincoat’s
ETFE
panels
ahave
sensitive
exteriorexterior
cushion that
couldthat
respond
cushion
a sensitive

The
floorcould
operator
use this
floorground
operator
usecould
this data
to data
to
make
decisionsregarding
regarding frequency
make
decisions
frequencyof
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ule.60 Sidewalk Labs expects further cost
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Basedon
onclimate
climate
modelling
of the
Based
modelling
of the
out- outdoor
door comfort
system
in Quayside,
comfort
system in
Quayside,
Sidewalk SideLabs
walk Labsan
anticipates
increase in
anticipates
increase inan
comfortable
hours of
comfortable
hoursWhile
of 35itpercent
35
percent annually.
is hard toannually.

While it isthe
hard
to determine
the exact
determine
exact
impact of more
impact of more
comfortable
days on
comfortable
days on
economic activity,
it iseconomic activity, it is reasonable to assume
reasonable to assume at least an incremental
at least an incremental increase in spendincrease in spending derived by making
ing derived by making outdoor spaces,
outdoor spaces, streets, and shopping areas
streets, and shopping areas more
more comfortable.
comfortable.
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Goal 1 Establish an entity to coordinate
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Part 3

Goal 1

Ensuring
Open Space Is
More Responsive

Establish an entity to
programming, operations, and maintenance
coordinate programming,
operations, and
maintenance
The idea for the Open Space Alliance

the past four years — an amount that has

to play a central coordination function

not kept pace with inflation — despite the

across programming, operations, and

opening of many new parks.65 The limited

maintenance stems from a few trends
visible across cities, including Toronto.
Key Goals
1

Establish
an entity to
coordinate
programming,
operations, and
maintenance
2

Provide physical
infrastructure
that enables
community
programming
3

Provide digital
infrastructure
that enables
proactive
maintenance

4

Connect urban
innovators and
public spaces

Publicspaces
spacestypically
typically
look
fantastic
Public
look
fantastic
on on
openingday.
day.Local
Localleaders
leaders
rally
around
opening
rally
around
a a
ribbon-cutting,
inaugurating
a space
ribbon-cutting,
inaugurating
a space
with with
freshlycut
cutgrass,
grass,
shiny
new
play
equipfreshly
shiny
new
play
equipment,

ment, and perhaps a sports field serving
and
perhaps a sports field serving a new rec
a new rec league. But the excitement of
league. But the excitement of Day One aside,
Day One aside, the most successful public
the most successful public spaces
spaces continuously respond to how peocontinuously respond to how people want to
ple want to use the space, and its ongoing
use the space, and its ongoing operational
operational and maintenance needs.
and maintenance needs.
In great
greatpublic
publicspaces,
spaces,
planners,
workers,
In
planners,
workers,
andusers
usersare
areallallininsync.
sync.
The
commuand
The
community
nity adopts
the space
their
own,
filling
adopts
the space
as theiras
own,
filling
it with
it with programming,
and volunteering
programming,
and volunteering
to help with

to help with tasks like raking leaves. But
tasks
like raking leaves. But when these
when these groups are misaligned, pubgroups are misaligned, public spaces can fall
lic spaces can fall into disrepair. In 2017,
into disrepair. In 2017,
the Center for Active Design conducted
a large-scale quantitative study, which

SidewalkLabs
Labsproposes
proposes
build
a public
Sidewalk
to to
build
a public
realmthat
that
more
responsive
by estabrealm
isismore
responsive
by establishing
a non-profit
entity
calledSpace
the Open
alishing
non-profit
entity called
the Open
Space Alliance
(OSA),
which
would
Alliance
(OSA), which
would
focus
on focus

on delivering
programming,
operadelivering
locallocal
programming,
operations,
and
tions, and maintenance, working in close
maintenance, working in close concert with

concert with the community and leverthe community and leveraging new
aging new technology. In partnership with
technology. In partnership with the City of
the City of Toronto, the OSA would create
Toronto, the OSA would create opportunities
opportunities to pilot ideas together with
to pilot ideas together with city staff, enabling
city staff, enabling a continuous cycle of
a continuous cycle of knowledge sharing and
knowledge sharing and learning to help
learning to help successful innovations benefit
successful innovations benefit TorontoTorontonians around the city.
nians around the city.
The proposed
The
proposed OSA
OSAwould
wouldadminister
administer
shared physical infrastructure that
shared
physical infrastructure that

could help people shape and program

could help people shape and program
shared spaces, as well as digital infra-

shared
spaces,
as well
as digital
structure
that could
proactively
address

found that it was actually better for a

infrastructure
that
could proactively
operational and
maintenance
needs.

neighbourhood’s civic life to have no

The proposed
entity could
also help
address
operational
and maintenance

green space than green space that is
poorly maintained.64

urban innovators,
ranging
from
civic
needs.
The proposed
entity
could
also
technologists to startups, run pilots in

help urban innovators, ranging from

open space, advancing the urban inno-

civic technologists to startups, run
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Cities
typically
to create
an integrated
Cities
typically
try try
to create
an integrated
open
openexperience
space experience
across a neigh-but
space
across a neighbourhood,

bourhood,
but
face
the
reality
that
open
face
the reality
that
open
spaces
are
owned
or
spaces
are
owned
or
managed
by
a
managed by a medley of different entities, from

medley of different entities, from private
private developers to the parks department to
developers to the parks department to
transportation agencies. Coordination across
transportation agencies. Coordination
these groups is often difficult, and when they
across these groups is often difficult, and
are not in sync it can lead to disjointed
when they are not in sync it can lead to
programming and maintenance standards,
disjointed programming and maintenance
creating a suboptimal experience for residents,
standards, creating a suboptimal experiworkers, and visitors.
ence for residents, workers, and visitors.
Additionally,
cities
want
to explore
Additionally,
cities
want
to explore
howhow
technology
can
improve
open
space protechnology
can
improve
open
space
gramming, operations,
andmaintenance,
maintenance,
programming,
operations, and
butexisting
existing
structures
do allow
not allow
for
but
structures
do not
for easy
easy experimentation.
Technology
develexperimentation.
Technology
development
opment cycles require rapid prototyping,
cycles require rapid prototyping, but most
but most cities lack the processes to
cities lack the processes to conduct fast pilots
conduct fast pilots around new software
around new software like digital permitting
like digital permitting processes, or new
processes, or new hardware like automated
hardware like automated trash removal.
trash removal.

Lastly,cities
citieswant
want
maintain
a high-qualLastly,
toto
maintain
a high-quality
ity open-space
network,
but
face chronic
open-space
network,
but face
chronic
funding

urban
innovation economy in Quayside
realm management.

funding shortages.
Toronto,
the city’s
shortages.
In Toronto,Inthe
city’s parks
budget
parks
budget
has
grown
only
$8
million
in
has grown only $8 million in

and turning Toronto into a global
Ch—2

cover
the types
of temporary
arts and
lenging
to cover
the types
of cultural
temporary

vation economy in Quayside and turn-

pilots
in open
space,
advancing
ing Toronto
into
a global
leader in the
public

leader in public realm management.
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funds that are available are generally
focused
on daily
upkeep,
making making
it challenging
to
focused
on daily
upkeep,
it chalprogramming
that bringprogramming
a space to life. that bring
arts and cultural

a space to life.
In Quayside,
Quayside,along
alongwith
with
other
areas
of the
In
other
areas
of the
IDEA District,
District,management
management
funding
IDEA
andand
funding
disparities
risk
becoming
even
more prodisparities
risk
becoming
even
more
nounced, asas
self-driving
create
pronounced,
self-driving vehicles
vehicles create
theopportunity
opportunity
to expand
pedestrian
the
to expand
pedestrian
areas
areas by up to 91 percent and create new
by up to 91 percent and create new open
open spaces. These new spaces, which
spaces. These new spaces, which occur in
occur in former vehicular rights-of-way,
former vehicular rights-of-way, would still be
would still be owned by the city and manowned by the city and managed by its
aged by its transportation department,
transportation department, but would now be
but would now be operated more like
operated more like parks. These spaces
parks. These spaces would need to be
would need to be effectively integrated with
effectively integrated with the local park
the
local park
and would
benefit
from
network
andnetwork
would benefit
from
compa-

comparable
of management
rable levelslevels
of management
andand
funding.
funding.

ForQuayside
Quaysideand
andother
other
areas
of the
IDEA
For
areas
of the
IDEA
District,Sidewalk
Sidewalk
Labs
proposes
OSA
District,
Labs
proposes
thethe
OSA
as
a public-private
partnership,
jointly
aaspublic-private
partnership,
jointly governed
governed
and
by both
sectors,
and
financed
by financed
both sectors,
to help
address

to help
address these
these
challenges.
All city-challenges.
owned openAll cityowned open spaces would remain owned
spaces would remain owned by the
by the government, which would particgovernment, which would participate in
ipate in programming, operations, and
programming, operations, and maintenance
maintenance with the OSA.
with the OSA.
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Establishing
a clear
mission
Establishing
a clear
mis-

siongovernance
and governance
and
principles
principles

Sidewalk Labs
Sidewalk
Labsproposes
proposesthat
thatthe
theOSA
OSA

convene residents, commercial tenants,

convene residents, commercial tenants,

landowners, and government partners to

landowners, and government partners

identify and achieve a clear mission con-

to
identify
andfollowing
achieveobjectives:
a clear mission
sisting
of the
consisting of the following objectives:

Objectives
Createaadynamic,
dynamic, well-programmed,
well-programmed,
A Create

well-maintained public realm that benewell-maintained
public realm that
fits the community and city.

benefits the community and city.
Create
a seamless
public
realm
experia seamless
public
realm
experience
B Create
ence
that establishes
a unique
sense
of
that
establishes
a unique sense
of place
and

place and
generates
value for the neighgenerates
value
for the neighbourhood.
bourhood.

C

Create
for for
technology
Createthe
theconditions
conditions
technology
exploration
in
programming,
operations,
exploration in programming,
opera-

Thistype
typeofofpublic-private
public-private
partnership
This
partnership
on
on open
space
management
is not
open
space
management
is not new
in new
in Toronto,
although
the technology
Toronto,
although
the technology
focus is
focus is
to theToronto
Sidewalk
Toronto
unique
tounique
the Sidewalk
project.
When

project. When
spaces
developing
opendeveloping
spaces withopen
outside
entities,
with outside entities, including non-profit
including non-profit institutions, the city
institutions, the city typically structures
typically structures “collaborative
“collaborative management agreements”
management agreements” to share
to share programming, operations, and
programming, operations, and maintenance
maintenance responsibilities. Such partresponsibilities. Such partnerships include
nerships include Evergreen at the Brick
Evergreen at the Brick Works, the AGO at
Works, the AGO at Grange Park, ArtsGrange Park, Artscape at Wychwood Barns,
cape at Wychwood Barns, and the Bentand
Bentway Conservancy
the
waythe
Conservancy
under the under
Gardiner

Sidewalk Labs plans to work with the city,
Waterfront Toronto, and a local non-profit
partner with experience in open space
management to develop the details of
the non-profit entity. The working group
would apply a version of the following
governance principles in the design of
that entity:

Principles

Gardiner
Expressway.
Partnerships
also
Expressway.
Partnerships
also include
include
agreements
with Business
agreements
with Business
Improvement

1

Improvement
like atof
the
Village of
Areas, like atAreas,
the Village
Yorkville
Park,
Yorkville
Park,
where
the
Bloor-Yorkville
where the Bloor-Yorkville BIA suppliesBIA

ownershipopen
of city-owned
openalso
spaces —
city-owned
spaces — while
while alsothe
protecting
the
needs
and rights
protecting
needs and
rights
of private

supplies
maintenance
of specialized
features
maintenance
of specialized
features
and

of private
property
owners
property
owners
on their
land. on their land.

programming.
Sidewalk
and
programming.
SidewalkLabs
Labsproposes
proposes
thatthe
theOSA
OSAtake
take
inspiration
from
these
that
inspiration
from
these
local
local best-practice
examples.
best-practice
examples.

2

and
maintenance,
piloting new
approaches
tions,
and maintenance,
piloting
new

The day-to-day
day-to-day
function
of the
public
The
function
of the
public
realm
realm to
needs
be as seamless
as possineeds
be asto
seamless
as possible,
both to
ble, both
to create
place
create
a better
senseaofbetter
place sense
and to of
facilitate
and to facilitate
operational efficiencies.
operational
efficiencies.

approaches
maximize
accessofand
that
maximize that
access
and enjoyment
enjoyment
shared open space.
shared
open of
space.

D

The public
publicrealm
realm
needs
reflect
a truly
The
needs
to to
reflect
a truly
public
public—
space
— with
the city retaining
space
with the
city retaining
ownership of

3

Create a
a mechanism
Create
mechanism for
for operating
operating open
open
space that is viable over the long term,

space that is viable over the long term,

The entity
The
entity needs
needs to
tobe
beresponsive
responsive

(through legal agreements, board seats,
(through
legal agreements, board
public transparency, or other means) to

seats, public transparency, or other

including sustainable funding, and that

both government and private landown-

including sustainable funding, and that

means)
to both government and
ers.

ensures public-private sector knowl-

ensures
public-private sector
edge-sharing.

private landowners.

knowledge-sharing.

4

TheBentway
Bentwayisisa a
The

The entity
The
entity needs
needs to
tobe
bestructured
structuredto
to

support creative experimentation in all
support
creative experimentation in all

facets of its operations, taking advantage

publicspace
space
under
public
under
the
the Gardiner ExGardiner Expressway.
pressway. ProgramProgramming,
ming, operations,
and maintenance
operations,
and
at the Bentway
is
maintenance
at the
performed by the
Bentway is performed
Bentway Conservanby
Bentway
cy,the
a local
non-profit
Conservancy,
a local
established through
a public-private
non-profit
established
partnership, which
through a public-private
was kickstarted by
partnership, which was
a donation from the
kickstarted
a
Matthewsby
Foundation. Credit:
donation
from Andrew
the
Francis Wallace
via
Matthews
Foundation.
Getty Images

facets of its operations, taking

of the physical and digital infrastructure

advantage
in Quayside.of the physical and digital
infrastructure in Quayside.

Whilethe
theproposed
proposed
OSA
would
have
While
OSA
would
have
thethe
capacity
perform
programming,
capacity
toto
perform
programming,
operations,
operations,
and services,
maintenance
and
maintenance
whereservices,
and how it
where and
how
it delivers
serdelivers
these
services
wouldthese
depend
on

vices wouldwith
depend
on agreements
agreements
individual
landowners, with
individual landowners, including private
including private landowners, and local
landowners, and local land-holding govland-holding government agencies. The OSA
ernment agencies. The OSA would also be
would also be informed by the needs of the
informed by the needs of the community,
community, who would have representation in
who would have representation in the
the entity’s decision making.
entity’s decision making.
TheOSA
OSA would
wouldnot
nothave
haveitsits
own
product
The
own
product
development
arm.
Instead,
proposed,
development
arm.
Instead,
as as
proposed,
it
it would
manage
physical
and digital
would
manage
the the
physical
and digital
infrastructure
that
Sidewalk
Labs
plans
infrastructure
that
Sidewalk
Labs
plans
to

to deliver,
it would
in its
deliver,
andand
it would
havehave
fundsfunds
in its annual
annual operating budget to procure techoperating budget to procure technology
nology services that could help improve
services that could help improve
programming, operations, and mainprogramming, operations, and maintenance.
tenance. In addition, its budget would
In addition, its budget would include funds to
include funds to support technology-ensupport technology-enabled arts and cultural
abled arts and cultural programing, such
programing, such as artist residencies.
as artist residencies. Generally, the OSA
Generally, the OSA should be set up to
should be set up to facilitate the ideas of
facilitate
the ideas of others who want to
others who want to activate and improve

activate
and improve
open space,
rather open
than space,
act as rather
a top-than
act
as aplanning
top- down
planning body.
down
body.
Likeall
allother
othertechnologies
technologies
proposed
Like
proposed
for the
for the
IDEA District,
all or
projects
or pilots
IDEA
District,
all projects
pilots involving
involving
have
urban
dataurban
would data
have would
to follow
the to follow the proposed
Responsible
proposed
Responsible
Data Use Data Use

Guidelines,and
andbe
besubject
subject
overGuidelines,
to to
thethe
oversight
sight of the proposed Urban Data Trust.
of the proposed Urban Data Trust.

For more on the
proposed use of
data in public spaces,
see the “Digital
Innovation” chapter of
Volume 2, on Page 374.

Credit: Andrew Francis
Wallace via Getty
Ch—2
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Ensuring Open Space
Is More Responsive

Goal 2

Goal 2Ensuring Open Space Is More
Provide physical
Responsive
Provide physical
infrastructure
thatcommunity
enables
infrastructure
that enables
community programming
programming

This kind
kind of
This
of shared
shared physical
physicalinfrastructure could enable any number of ideas

infrastructure could enable any number

for community programming and neigh-

of ideas for community programming
bourhood improvement:

and neighbourhood improvement:

Helping communities
measure impact and
drive change
Digital tools that make measuring the

Play.

success of public spaces easier for

A teenager could join a virtual queue to

everyone, from community groups to

play a life-size chess game projected

municipalities, provide yet another way

onto the side of a building. The next day,

to encourage local participation and

the projected game could be Chinese

programming.

checkers, and an elderly resident might
sign up. Crowds could gather to watch the
Themost
mostvibrant
vibrant
public
spaces
The
public
spaces
are are
the ones
ones
in which
have
role in
inthe
which
people
havepeople
a role in
theiracreation.
their creation.
Toronto
knows that
well,the
Toronto
knows that
well, whether
through
whether through
the
community
group
community
group that
organizes
Tai Chi
in
that organizes Tai Chi in Yonge Dundas

Yonge Dundas Square, Scadding Court’s
Square, Scadding Court’s transformatransformation of a defunct Target in Hamilton
tion of a defunct Target in Hamilton into a
into a community centre, the families that rally
community centre, the families that rally
to convert their block in the Annex into a play
to convert their block in the Annex into a
street, and so many others.
play street, and so many others.

infrastructure
enables
abundance
infrastructure
enables
an an
abundance
of
of diverse,
new,
community-driven
prodiverse,
new,
community-driven
programs,

game in action.

grams, resulting
people more
spending
resulting
in people in
spending
time more

Arts.

time outdoors,
together.
outdoors,
together.

A local arts collective could be chosen

Creating the conditions
for community-led
programming
In
Sidewalk
Labs plansLabs
to build plans
shared, adaptable
InQuayside,
Quayside,
Sidewalk
to build

passionatepeople
people
banded
together
passionate
banded
together
with with
an

The 2017 Center
for Active Design
study found that
more community
events foster up to

10%

more interactions
with neighbours.

buildings and use the power conduits to

leader for public space.67 More recently,

operate a moving display. They could also

after conducting public-life studies to

to set up an installation in Parliament
Plaza. They would be able to affix various

use the proposed public Wi-Fi network

inform TOcore, Toronto’s new plan for

to run an augmented-reality experience

downtown, the City of Toronto has begun

structure into the foundation of the neighaffordable experimentation.

that complements the art.

to integrate the practice of public-life

neighbourhood, creating the necessary ground- work for

bourhood, creating the necessary ground-

studies
intointo
their their
public-realm
improvement
studies
public-realm
improve-

work for affordable experimentation.

Community.

of participatory ability into a neighbour-

The community would be encouraged

The leader
leaderofofaayouth
youth
dance
group
The
dance
group
could
could schedule
a practice
slot stage.
at a
schedule
a practice
time slot time
at a park

participatory ability into a neighbourhood’s
hood’s foundation, Sidewalk Labs plans
foundation, Sidewalk Labs plans to deliver
to deliver shared physical infrastructure
shared physical infrastructure that the
that the community could program and
community could program and a tool to help
a tool to help communities measure the
communities measure the impact of those
impact of those efforts.
efforts.

to take a leading role in programming its
own spaces, supported by diverse types
of infrastructure built into the environment
to make a broad range of visions possible.
Open spaces would be equipped
with infrastructure such as projection

Quaysideand
and
across
greater
geogInInQuayside
across
thethe
greater
geography

screens, universal mounts, and utility

of the
IDEA these
District,
these initiatives
ofraphy
the IDEA
District,
initiatives
would
would empower
the community
to turn
empower
the community
to turn its needs
and

hook-ups, which people could easily

its needs
and ideas
into reality,
democraideas
into reality,
democratizing
placemaking
tizing public
placemaking
public spaces.
across
spaces. across
The aforementioned

whether it be an immersive art show

The aforementioned
2017 Center
for that
2017
Center for Active Design
study found
Activewho
Design
study
found
that
people of
people
report
access
to an
abundance
who report access to an abundance of
community events say that they interact more
community events say that they interact
with their neighbours (up 10 percent); that they
more with their neighbours (up 10 perwork more with others
cent); that they work more with others
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components of their installation to the

ting, waiting, and talking along Strøget,
talking along Strøget, Copenhagen’s main
Copenhagen’s main thoroughfare, made
thoroughfare, made the case for
the case for pedestrianizing the street,
pedestrianizing the street,
helping to transform the city into a global

an idea,
jumped
through
tothat
idea,
andand
jumped
through
hoopshoops
to make

make
idea
reality.
build
idea
a that
reality.
To abuild
that To
type
of that type

space.
In the
Gehl’s
careful
the
1960s,
Jan1960s,
Gehl’sJan
careful
documentation
documentation
ofsitting,
people
standing,
of
people standing,
waiting,
and sit-

shared, adaptable programming infra-

programming infrastructure into the foundation of the

In all
of these
theseexamples,
examples,
small
group
In
all of
aa
small
group
of of

Urbanistshave
havea along
long
tradition
of using
Urbanists
tradition
of using
data
data
to champion
theof
reform
public
to
champion
the reform
public of
space.
In

access to bring their vision to life —
or a pop-up food market.
Community members would be able to
access this infrastructure for their own
programming purposes through the OSA.
Shared physical infrastructure could also

She could
request an outparkcould
stage.
She
request
an outdoor-comfort
door-comfort
Fanshell
toin
cover
stage
Fanshell
to cover
the stage
case the
it rains.
in case it rains. She could also control the
She could also control the speakers, which
speakers, which would be programmed
would be programmed to shut off at a certain
to shut off at a certain decibel level.
decibel level.
Nature.
Anenvironmental
environmental
advocacy
group
An
advocacy
group
wants to
wants toair-quality
measurelevels.
air-quality
levels.
measure
They could
receive
They could
receive
permission
from
the
permission
from
the Urban
Data Trust
to hook
Urban
Data Trust
to hook sensors
up (non-perup
(non-personal)
air-quality
to
sonal) air-quality sensors to mounts
mounts around Quayside. The data would be
around Quayside. The data would be
transmitted live over the connectivity network
transmitted live over the connectivity
and become publicly accessible for others to
network and become publicly accessible
use as well.
for others to use as well.

ment and capital-planning processes.68
But the
thetools
toolsused
used
study
public
space
But
toto
study
public
space
have
have changed
very
little
since
they
were
changed
very little
since
they
were
developed
developed
the 1960s.
many
in
the 1960s.inToday,
manyToday,
managers
of
managers
of
public
space
and
commupublic space and community advocates still

nity advocates still rely on clipboards or
rely on clipboards or manual clickers to count
manual clickers to count the number of
the number of people in a space and classify
people in a space and classify what they
what they are doing. Given these high
are doing. Given these high barriers to
barriers to collecting data and insights,
collecting data and insights, managers
managers are left to steer design,
are left to steer design, programming,
programming, and maintenance without full
and maintenance without full knowledge
knowledge of what is happening on the
of what is happening on the ground. And
ground.
And are
while
thereforms
are many
forms of
while there
many
of obtaining

obtaining
community
feedback,
of
community
feedback,
lack oflack
quantitative
quantitative
make
hard to
informationinformation
can makecan
it hard
toitshare
share
findings
and compare
interventions.
findings
and compare
interventions.

be complemented by civic engagement

To address this problem, Sidewalk Labs

for change (up 11 percent); and that they

tools that enable community members to

developed a digital application called

attend a greater number of events in their

express their preferences for events that

CommonSpace that makes it easier to

neighbourhood (up 22 percent).66 Shared

take place in shared spaces.
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Continued on Page 185
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Shared physical infrastructure
supports community programming

A volunteer
volunteerinin
R.V.
A
R.V.

BurgessPark
Parkuses
uses
Burgess
the

the CommonSpace
app to document acdocument
activity
tivity in the
park.in the

CommonSpace app to
park.
B

E

Continued from Page 183

C

collectreliable
reliable
data
how
people
collect
data
onon
how
people
useuse
public
public spaces.
To prototype
Commonspaces.
To prototype
Common-Space,

F
G

D

A

Powerand
andconduits.
conduits.
A Power
Weather-protected
outlets,
with
Weather-protected outlets,
with
220220
and 110 voltage capabilities, would
be interspersed on stoa and trusses
interspersed
on stoaspaces.
and trusses
throughout public
They
throughout
spaces.
They
would
would havepublic
ample
conduit
space
to
run
cable
for
data,
electricity,
have ample conduit space to run or
another utility. Having power and
cable for data, electricity, or another
conduits available throughout the
utility.
power enable
and conduits
publicHaving
realm would
flexible
available
the public realm
events orthroughout
installations.

and 110 voltage capabilities, would be

would enable flexible events or
B Physical
Physicalmounts.
mounts.
Mechanical and
installations.
Mechanical
and electrical
connecelectrical connection
points located
on

tion points located on buildings,
light poles, bollards, and other
other
public-realm
furniture
would
enable
public-realm
furniture
would
enable
the installation
new devices
the installation
of newofdevices
and
creations
on
a
temporary
basis,
and creations on a temporary basis,
ranging from lighting to banners to
ranging from lighting to banners to
environmental sensors.

buildings, light poles, bollards, and

environmental sensors.

C Projection.
Projection.A series of high-resolution
A
series
of high-resolution
laser
laser
projectors
with interactive
projectors with interactive capabili-

capabilities would be accessible

ties would be accessible throughout

throughout
Ch—2

theneighbourhood.
neighbourhood.
These
would
the
These
would
be

be mounted to fixed lampposts
but have the ability to be reposithe ability to be repositioned
tioned depending on the program.
depending
the program. Advanced
Advancedon
projection-mapping
technology would turn
the city
into a
projection-mapping
technology
would
three-dimensional
screen
that
could
turn the city into a three-dimensional
be used to show content or for playscreen that could be used to show
ful artistic creations.

mounted to fixed lampposts but have

content or for playful artistic creations.
D Public
PublicWi-Fi.
Wi-Fi.Ubiquitous connectivity
Ubiquitous
connectivity
capabilities
capabilities would
be accessible

would be accessible throughout the
throughout the waterfront. Public
waterfront. Public Wi-Fi helps tackle
Wi-Fi
helpsdivide
tackle and
the digital
divide
the digital
enable
new
and
enable new
experiences
in
experiences
in physical
space,
such as space,
augmentedoraugmentedvirtualphysical
such as
reality exhibitions.

or virtual- reality exhibitions.

Lighting.An LED lighting system
E Lighting.
An LED lighting
system
throughout
throughout
the public
realm
(typically

the public realm (typically mounted
to stoa or light poles) would allow
allow
for dynamic
adjustment
of
for dynamic
adjustment
of lighting
lighting
levels, colours,
and moods.
levels, colours,
and moods.
This
exterior
lighting
would
provide
the
This exterior lighting would provide

mounted to stoa or light poles) would

the
Public Realm

Space, Sidewalk
has partnered
Sidewalk
Labs hasLabs
partnered
with the
with
the
non-profit
Gehl
Institute
and
a
non-profit Gehl Institute and a national
charity,

optimal balance of visibility and
comfort, allowing for concerts and
other activities to take place in the
evening.
F Sound.
Sound.An array of speakers and
of speakers
public
An array
public
address
systemsand
would
be
address systems would be deployed

deployed throughout the public realm.

throughout the public realm. In some

In
some spaces,
speakers
would
be
spaces,
speakers
would be
mounted
mounted
toor
trusses
stoa; in the
others,
to trusses
stoa; or
in others,

sound
systems
would
bebe
movable.
the
sound
systems
would
movable.
Speakers and audio systems would
enable things like outdoor movie
enable
thingscultural
like outdoor
movie
screenings,
performances,
screenings,
performances,
or intimate cultural
audio art
installations.or

Speakers and audio systems would

intimate audio art installations.
Water. Controlled applications of
G Water.
Controlled
applications
of potable
potable
water
would be available
in key

water would be available in key public
spaces, including fountains and serservice
hook-ups
pop-upsites.
sites.Not
Not
vice hook-ups
atat
pop-up
only
food
and
only is
is water
waternecessary
necessaryfor
for
food
and
beverage
services,
but
it
could
also
beverage services, but it could also
add playfulness to the public realm
add playfulness to the public realm in
in the form of mist machines, splash
the
form
of more.
mist machines, splash
pads,
and

public spaces, including fountains and

pads, and more.
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Committee
was funded
Park People’s
Incubator
Committee
wasbyfunded
byPublic
ParkSpace
People’s
to further develop the community cafe and market the committee

Public Space Incubator to further develop

had started in the park. The test concentrated on using

the community cafe and market the com-

CommonSpace to measure how increased programming and

mittee
had started
in people
the park.
The
test
better
cafe seating
changed how
used the
space.
Local

national
charity,
Parkwas
People.
The app
was
Park
People.
The app
field tested
as part
field tested as part of Park People’s Public
of Park People’s Public Space Incubator
Space Incubator Program, an initiative
Program, an initiative that awards grants to
that awards grants to pilot experimental
pilot experimental programming in Toronto’s
programming in Toronto’s public spaces.
public spaces.

youth
and other residents
on how many people
concentrated
oncollected
using data
CommonSpace

WithCommonSpace,
CommonSpace,
park
operators
With
park
operators
or or
community
organizers
enter
inforcommunity
organizers
cancan
enter
information

how the new chairs and programming

mation
they about
observe
about
public
they
observe
public
life into
a life into
a user-friendly
as what
assets
user-friendly
app,app,
suchsuch
as what
assets
or

or areas
people
prefer
or spaces
what spaces
areas
people
prefer
or what
they
they avoid. The app records data in
avoid. The app records data in accordance
accordance with the Public Life Data Prowith the Public Life Data Protocol, an open
tocol, an open data standard (published
data standard (published by the Gehl Institute
by the Gehl Institute and founding municand founding municipal and private partners)
ipal and private partners) that makes
that makes it possible to compare public
it possible to compare public spaces.
spaces. The data captured with
The data captured with CommonSpace
CommonSpace can be easily exported into
can be easily exported into visualization
visualization
analysis
tools that
and analysisand
tools
that communities
and

communities
and space
alike
space managers
alikemanagers
can use to
seecan
use
to see generate
patterns, generate
and
patterns,
insights,insights,
and develop

develop
evidence-based
approaches
to
evidence-based
approaches
to advocatadvocating
for change.
ing for change.

came to the park and how the new chairs and programming

to measure how increased program-

affected what they did there.

ming and better cafe seating changed

how people used the space. Local youth
and other residents collected data on
how many people came to the park and
affected what they did there.
Theteam
teamfound
found
that
park
a
The
that
thethe
park
sawsaw
a massive,
massive,
365
percent
spike
visitors on
365
percent
spike
in visitors
oninprogramming
programming
days,
andwas
thatfarthe
activity
days,
and that the
activity
more
social,
was
far
more
social,
with
large
increases
with large increases in people coming in
in people
coming
inpeople,
groups,and
meeting
groups,
meeting
new
stayingnew
into
people, and staying into the evening. The
the evening. The study not only gathered
study not only gathered valuable data
valuable data that can help the Thorncliffe
that can help the Thorncliffe Park WomPark Women’s Committee understand and
en’s Committee understand and comcommunicate the impact of its efforts, but it
municate the impact of its efforts, but it
also enabled participants to learn about
their community while changing how they
think about the park.69
CommonSpace’s code is open-source
and based on an open-data standard,

In fall 2018, Sidewalk Labs worked with

so it can be further developed by users

Park People and the Thorncliffe Park

in Toronto and around the world to gather

Women’s Committee to conduct a field

the data needed to improve public life in

test of CommonSpace in R.V. Burgess

their communities.

Park. The Thorncliffe Park Women’s
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Goal 3 Ensuring Open Space Is More
Provide digital
Responsive
Provide digital
infrastructure
thatproactive
enables
infrastructure
that enables
proactive maintenance
maintenance
Ensuring Open Space
Is More Responsive

Goal 3

Another key to fostering highly active and

pipe to dehydrated horticulture — are

responsive public spaces is upkeep of

detected and promptly addressed.

Workers could be
alerted to a water
pipe pressure change
that may indicate a
leak. A digital map
could show them
where the sensor is
that triggered the
warning, so they
know where to target
their inspection,
preventing the leak
from worsening.

operations and maintenance, tasks that
can benefit greatly from new technology.

AppliedininQuayside
Quaysideand
and
across
IDEA
Applied
across
thethe
IDEA
District,this
this
digital
infrastructure
would
District,
digital
infrastructure
would
lay the

Operationsand
and
maintenance
becomOperations
maintenance
areare
becoming
ing increasingly
challenging
cities the
increasingly
challenging
in citiesinaround

lay the foundation
public
that
foundation
for public for
spaces
thatspaces
are better
are better
operated
andencouraging
maintained,
operated
and
maintained,
people

around
the world,
including
Toronto,
world,
including
Toronto,
as budgets
stayasflat
budgets
stay flat while
infrastructure
while
infrastructure
ages and
urban
The 2017 Center
for Active Design
study found that
community pride
drops by

10%

when open
spaces are poorly
maintained.

encouraging
to investand
in their
to
invest in theirpeople
neighbourhood
form
neighbourhood and form community
community bonds. The Center for Active
bonds. The Center for Active Design has
Design has found that people who report high
found that people who report high levels
levels of litter have 10 percent less community
of litter have 10 percent less community
pride and believe 10 percent less frequently
pride and believe 10 percent less frethat community members care about one
quently that community members care
another than those who report
about one another than those who report

ages and urban
grow. The
populations
grow. populations
The 2016 Canadian
2016 Canadian Infrastructure Report Card
Infrastructure Report Card found that public
found that public sport and recreation
sport and recreation facilities were in worse
facilities were in worse physical condition
physical condition than any other asset
than any other asset category, includcategory, including roads, bridges, and water
ing roads, bridges, and water systems,
systems, reflecting lower levels of
reflecting lower levels of maintenance
maintenance
and repair spending.70 Public-space oper-

maintenance
upkeep
creates
public
spaces
nance upkeep
creates
public
spaces
that

ators responsible
for
often
operators
responsible
forvast
vastportfolios
portfolios often
struggle
keep
with
both
everyday
struggle
toto
keep
upup
with
both
everyday
issues

people
want
toto
spend
that
people
want
spendtime
timeininand
and work
work
collectively
improve,
creating
a virtucollectively
to to
improve,
creating
a virtuous

issues
as overflowing
bins or
such
as such
overflowing
waste binswaste
or broken
broken benches
wellsudden,
as more
sudden,
benches
as well asas
more
severe

ous cycle
thatto
leads
to a thriving
neighcycle
that leads
a thriving
neighbourhood.
bourhood.

severe problems
that may arise.
problems
that may arise.

While technology
technology
cannot
solve
budget
While
cannot
solve
budget
constraints,
can
help
cities
Toronto
constraints,
it it
can
help
cities
likelike
Toronto
achieveopen
openspaces
spaces
that
work
better
achieve
that
work
better
for for
everyone.Drawing
Drawing
new
digital
capabileveryone.
onon
new
digital
capabilities

itiescan
that
can operations
make operations
and mainthat
make
and maintenance
tenance more responsive, Sidewalk Labs
more responsive, Sidewalk Labs proposes to
proposes to create a real-time digital
create a real-time digital map that acts as a
map that acts as a centralized repository
centralized repository of information about the
of information about the conditions of the
conditions of the public realm. This map
public realm. This map would leverage
would leverage environmental (non-personal)
environmental (non-personal) sensing to
sensing to ensure that new issues — from a
ensure that new issues — from a broken
broken

low litter levels.71 Operational and mainte-

Launching a real-time
digital map of open
space assets
The popularization
The
popularization of
ofreal-time
real-timedigital
digital
maps over the past 15 years has revmaps
over the past 15 years has
olutionized the ways people interact

revolutionized the ways people interact
with cities — from planning a commute

with
cities —
from to
planning
commute
to deciding
where
eat. Butawhile
live,

to
deciding
where
toare
eat.
Butpervasive
while live,
shared
digital
maps
now
in manydigital
industries,
relatively
shared
mapsthey
areare
nowstill
pervasive
uncommon
as a toolthey
for open-space
in
many industries,
are still
management.

relatively uncommon as a tool for
open-space management.
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Planningdrawings
drawings
are
typically
static
Planning
are
typically
static
files,
files,geospatial
with geospatial
data manually
with
data manually
updated at
updated
at specific
intervals,
leadingthat
to
specific
intervals,
leading
to information
information
is outdated
or inaccuis
outdated orthat
inaccurate.
The various
city

rate. The
various city
entities responsible
entities
responsible
for managing
different
for managing different aspects of the
aspects of the public realm — such as

public realm — such as recreation, landrecreation, landscape, and capital projects —
scape, and capital projects — might use
might use different operations software built
different operations software built on
on separate databases, resulting in difficulty
separate databases, resulting in difficulty
coordinating activities. And the public rarely
coordinating activities. And the public
has access to operations data, precluding
rarely has access to operations data,
people from making decisions based on
precluding people from making decisions
open-space conditions.
based on open-space conditions.
DuringQuayside’s
Quayside’sdesign
design
and
construcDuring
and
construction
tion process,
Sidewalk
Labsto
plans
toa
process,
Sidewalk
Labs plans
create

as swing sets and benches; and utilswing
sets and benches; and utility

ity systems, such as stormwater pipes,

systems, such as stormwater pipes,

waste systems, and power grids. It would

waste
systems,
and power
grids. It
also include
the shared
participatory

would
also include
the shared
infrastructure
described
on Page 184,
such as electrical
outlets, Wi-Fi,
and
participatory
infrastructure
described
media
projectors,
well
as movable
on
Page
184, suchasas
electrical
outlets,
components like picnic tables, chairs,

Wi-Fi, and media projectors, as well as
and signs.

movable components like picnic tables,
chairs,
and
signs.
Themap
map
would
updated
continuously
The
would
bebe
updated
continuously
throughdata
data
transmitted
by environthrough
transmitted
by environmental
mental and
sensors
and information
sensors
information
provided byprovided
by open-space
managers
and —
users
—
open-space
managers
and users
ensuring
it always
itensuring
always stays
up to stays
date. up to date.

create a high-resolution,
3D, comprehenhigh-resolution,
3D, comprehensive
digital
sive
digital
map
of
the
public
realm.
map of the public realm. This map wouldThis

SidewalkLabs
Labsproposes
proposes
that
access
to
Sidewalk
that
access
to the
the map
vary
byOpen-space
role. Open-space
manmap
vary by
role.
managers

related infrastructure, creating a shared
creating a shared foundation for ongoing
foundation for ongoing operations and
operations and proactive maintenance by the
proactive maintenance by the OSA.
OSA.

ware onthe
topintegration
of it, enabling
the integration
enabling
of complex
workflows
of complex workflows — for instance,
— for instance, automatically scheduling

map would
serve
as a single
repository
serve
as a single
repository
for information
for information about open spaces and
about
open spaces and related infrastructure,

This map
mapwould
wouldbebe
populated
geospaThis
populated
by by
geospatial
tial data
that clearly
defines
boundaries
data
that clearly
defines
boundaries
of
of spaces
managed
assets.
It would
spaces
andand
managed
assets.
It would
include
include
all
types
of
public
spaces,
such
all types of public spaces, such as parks, as
parks, plazas,
and
public libraries;
ameniplazas,
and public
libraries;
ameni
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ties and
and physical
ties
physical infrastructure,
infrastructure, such
such as

agershave
would
have
a full
view
of and
the map
would
a full
view
of the
map
be able
and
be
able
to
run
their
operations
softto run their operations software on top of
it,

automatically scheduling maintenance
maintenance staff after a big event. A public
staff after a big event. A public visualvisualization would help community members
ization would help community members
make far more informed decisions about their
make far more informed decisions about
use of public spaces based on actual
their use of public spaces based on actual
conditions — for instance, people could see
conditions — for instance, people could
when construction is scheduled.
see when construction is scheduled.
187

Keeping the map updated in real time.

records to identify any potential conflicts

To be
be most
mostuseful,
useful,a aholistic
holistic
public-realm
To
public-realm
mapneeds
needstoto
stay
updated
actionmap
stay
updated
withwith
actionable

at a work site, many of which are not

able information.
where environinformation.
That is That
whereisenvironmental
mental technology
sensing technology
sensing
comes intocomes
play.

in the first place. Even when documents

into play.

readily available or were never recorded
are available, it is not uncommon for
work crews to hit some long-forgotten
water pipe or old power line installed in an

Connected infrastructure is increasingly

unexpected location, halting work so the

used by cities to monitor conditions and

hazard can be properly reviewed.

manage the delivery of public services
across sprawling jurisdictions. Many

A
map
of the
utility
network —
A real-time
real-timedigital
digital
map
of the
utility

cities, including Toronto, have deployed

network
withregularly
utility status
regularly
with
utility —
status
updated
by sensors
updated
sensors
— has the
—
has theby
potential
to reduce
the potential
incidence to
of

smart water meters that both reduce
costs by eliminating the need for manual
meter reads and alert property owners
and the city to unexpected changes in
usage that may signal leaks.
Sensing systems also help level the playing field of information. Research has
shown that the propensity to call 311 and
report problems differs among socio-

reduce the
incidence
of accidental
accidental
utility
strikes and
the overall utility
time
strikes andwith
themaintenance.
overall time Such
associated
associated
a map
with maintenance.
Such
a maprecord
couldofkeep
could
keep an accurate,
ongoing
an accurate,
ongoing
record
of utility
utility
conditions
and alert
work crews
of conditions and alert work crews of potential
potential conflicts during repairs or
conflicts during repairs or installations.
installations. It could also reduce by several
It could also reduce by several weeks the
weeks the time it typically takes to locate
time it typically takes to locate underunderground utilities and research records.
ground utilities and research records.

economic and demographic groups in
a manner that can exacerbate inequalWater pipe sensors
could save up to

$200,000
a year
in prevented leaks.

ities.72 Environmental sensors have the
potential to ensure equity in service
delivery by identifying needs in a uniform
manner.
Sensorsalso
alsoenable
enable
predictive
mainteSensors
predictive
maintenance
nance
to major
prevent
major infrastructure
to
prevent
infrastructure
failures — for
failures —
instance,
by identifying
instance,
byfor
identifying
water
main breaks
water
that can
lead
to sinkthat
canmain
lead breaks
to sinkholes.
These
tools

holes. These
tools identify
opportunities
identify
opportunities
for proactive
repairs
for proactive repairs that can save hunthat can save hundreds of thousands of
dreds of thousands of dollars.
dollars.
Digitally monitored utilities.
As an example of the power of a real-time
map coupled with environmental sensing
infrastructure, consider the operation
and maintenance of utilities.
Today, the lack of well-organized paper
records used to track utilities is a major
source of street disruption and project
delay. Every time an operator performs
work on a utility, someone must check the
Ch—2
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Theapplication
application
utility
sensors
goes
The
ofof
utility
sensors
goes
far
far beyond
facilitating
roadThey
work.could
Theyhelp
beyond
facilitating
road work.
could help
extend
the life of systems
infrastructure
extend
the life
of infrastructure
by
systems
by
providing
operators
with
early
providing operators with early warnings, such

warnings, such as the systems monitoring
as the systems monitoring the conditions of
the conditions of water pipes that Toronto
water pipes that Toronto and many other
and many other cities already have in
cities already have in place to prevent leaks.
place to prevent leaks. Sidewalk Labs
Sidewalk Labs estimates that, in Quayside, a
estimates that, in Quayside, a water pipe
water pipe sensing system could ultimately
sensing system could ultimately save up
save up to $200,000 a year in preventing
to $200,000 a year in preventing quotidquotidian water leaks, and another $300,000
ian water leaks, and another $300,000 for
for
each prevented water main break.73
Morenovel
novelapplications
applications
include
abilMore
include
thethe
ability
to
ity to monitor
stormwater
systems
monitor
stormwater
systems and
emptyand

empty detention
tanks
before
a heavy
detention
tanks before
a heavy
rain;
track
rain; track temperatures on a thermal grid
temperatures on a thermal grid to maintain
to maintain the desired range; identify
the desired range; identify failures in
failures in underground freight tunnels or
underground freight tunnels or blockages in
blockages in pneumatic waste collection
pneumatic waste collection pipes; and detect
pipes; and detect street light outages
street light outages that require bulb
that require bulb replacement, among
replacement, among many other uses that
many other uses that would be helpful
would be helpful for the OSA.
for the OSA.
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The Open Space
Alliance would enable
a continuous cycle
of knowledge sharing
and learning to help
successful innovations
benefit Torontonians
around the city.

1

Goal 4 Ensuring Open Space Is More
ConnectConnect
urbanurban
innovators
Responsive
and public
spaces
innovators
and public
spaces
Ensuring Open Space
Is More Responsive

Goal 4

Horticultural maintenance.
Takeone
onecommon
common
operations
challenge:
Take
operations
challenge:
a
a designer
plans
a park
a naturalistic
designer
plans
a park
with awith
naturalistic
landscape
and
a specialized
maintenance
landscape
and
a specialized
maintenance
regime,
but
maintenance
instructions
regime,
but
maintenance
instructions
are not
are
not
readily
available
to
the
workers
readily available to the workers in the field
in the fieldfor
responsible
pruning.
responsible
pruning. In for
Quayside,
theIn
Quayside,
thedecide
designer
couldinstructions
decide to
designer
could
to upload

TheOSA’s
OSA’s new
policyand
andfunding
funding
frameThe
new policy
framework,
work, encourages
which encourages
experimentation,
which
experimentation,
coupled

upload instructions into the digital map
into the digital map during the design and
during the design and construction phase
construction phase through the OSA’s online
through the OSA’s online portal. With
portal. With access to the map, the designer
access to the map, the designer could
could include getagged information spelling out
include geo-tagged information spelling
how the naturalistic plantings should be
out how the naturalistic plantings should
maintained.
be maintained.

coupled
with the
shared
with
the shared
physical
andphysical
digital and
digital infrastructure
on enables
Page
infrastructure
describeddescribed
on Page 184,

184, enables
urban
innovators,
from civic
urban
innovators,
from
civic technologists
to
technologists to businesses, to prototype
businesses, to prototype their ideas in a
their ideas in a real-world environment.
real-world environment. These tools would not
These tools would not only improve the
only improve the operations and maintenance of
operations and maintenance of open
open space but would also have the potential to
space but would also have the potential
scale elsewhere and help other parts of the city.
to scale elsewhere and help other parts
The following page describes two hypothetical
of the city. The following page describes
examples.
two hypothetical examples.

Afterthe
thepark
park
opens,
a computer
science
After
opens,
a computer
science
softwareclass
class
could
build
software
could
build
an an
appapp
thatthat
makes
it easy
these instructions
itmakes
easy for
thesefor
instructions
to pop up to
pop up whenever
maintenance
workers
whenever
maintenance
workers arrive
on

arrive onThis
location.
Thisuse
app
could use
location.
app could
image
image recognition to help identify plants
recognition to help identify plants as well as
as well as pest and disease issues, makpest and disease issues, making it easier for
ing it easier for people to keep the garden
people to keep the garden in a state of good
in a state of good repair without specialrepair without specialized landscaping
ized landscaping knowledge. The OSA
knowledge. The OSA could agree to instruct
could agree to instruct their maintenance
their maintenance workers to use the app as
workers to use the app as part of a pilot.
part of a pilot.

A maintenance
maintenance
A

workeruses
uses
image
worker
image

recognition to
recognition to identify
identify a plant and
apull
plant
pull upinupand
pruning
pruning
instructions.
structions.

thepilot
pilotwere
were
successful,
team
IfIf the
successful,
thethe
team
of of
studentscould
could
seek
venture
funding
students
seek
venture
funding
— —
perhapsfrom
from
Urban
Innovation
Instiperhaps
thethe
Urban
Innovation
Institute,
a proposed
newfor
venue
for practical
atute,
proposed
new venue
practical
research

research
onof
the
future
cities
— to try to
on
the future
cities
— tooftry
to further
further advance or scale the idea.
advance or scale the idea.

2

Waste robots.
Take another challenge: making sure
that public trash receptacles are emptied
before they overflow.
In Quayside,
Quayside,the
theOSA
OSAcould
couldplace
place
a call
In
a call
forfor
proposalstoto
launch
a self-driving
waste
proposals
launch
a self-driving
waste
pilot
pilot program.
Startups
could
bid, and
program.
Startups
could bid,
and once
the
once
the
selected
company’s
proposal
selected company’s proposal was approved by

wasUrban
approved
by theinUrban
Data Trust,
the
Data Trust,
coordination
with the
in coordination with the OSA, it could
OSA, it could place self-driving trash cans
place self-driving trash cans throughout
throughout the public realm for a testing period.
the public realm for a testing period.
The trash cans could include sensors that
The trash cans could include sensors that
detect when each bin is filling up. When a bin
detect when each bin is filling up. When
became full, it could shut itself and travel to a
a bin became full, it could shut itself and
nearby pneumatic chute, dispose of its
travel to a nearby pneumatic chute, discontents, and promptly return to its original
pose of its contents, and promptly return
location.
It could
then transmit
data
on waste
to its original
location.
It could
then
trans-

bin
refillbin
rates
into Quayside’s
mitlocation
data onand
waste
location
and refill
digital
map,
which
the
OSA’s
operators
could
rates into Quayside’s digital map, which
analyze
to make
more could
informed
choices
the OSA’s
operators
analyze
to
regarding
where
waste
bins
should
go.
make more informed choices regarding
where waste bins should go.

thepilot
pilotwere
were
successful,
startup
IfIf the
successful,
thethe
startup
would
would
havevaluable
shown valuable
proof ofinconhave
shown
proof of concept
a
ceptworld
in a real
world environment,
the
real
environment,
and the OSAand
would
OSA identified
would have
identified
new
system
have
a new
system athat
improves
that
improves
the standard
ofat
care
for
the
standard
of care
for its parks
a lower
its parks at a lower cost. In turn, such
cost. In turn, such successful technologies
successful technologies could spread
could spread back to the rest of Toronto,
back to the rest of Toronto, turning
turning the city into the global leader of
the city into the global leader of openopen- space management.
space management.

See the “Economic
Development”
chapter of Volume 1
for more details on
the Urban Innovation
Institute.
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1 Create a sense of belonging

Public
Engagement

through participatory
design, accessible amenities,
and diverse programming

The following summary
describes feedback related
to the public realm and how
Sidewalk Labs has responded
in its proposed plans.

What we heard

How we responded

Participants
urged
Sidewalk
Labs
to make
public
Participants
urged
Sidewalk
Labs
to make
public
spaces
spaces
as
inclusive
as
possible,
no
matter
a
person’s
as inclusive as possible, no matter a person’s background

Emphasizing inclusion.

background
or ability.
Participants
in co-design
or
ability. Participants
in co-design
sessions
noted that all
sessions
noted
that
all
public
spaces
should
be built
public spaces should be built with people with disabilities

diverse network of open spaces into the plan for
Quayside, and followed design principles focused
on inclusive, participatory programming (see

with
people
with disabilities
in mind
and should
relay
in
mind
and should
relay information
in multiple
modes
information in multiple modes (haptic, visual, audio).
(haptic, visual, audio). Visitors to 307 wanted to see
Visitors to 307 wanted to see spaces for diverse
spaces for diverse cultural practices as well as food stores
cultural practices as well as food stores that cater to
that cater to diverse cultures. And multiple participants
diverse cultures. And multiple participants raised the
raised the importance of critical amenities, including
importance of critical amenities, including accessiaccessible non-binary washrooms, places for changing
ble non-binary washrooms, places for changing diadiapers or breastfeeding, and affordable retail space.
pers or breastfeeding, and affordable retail space.

In
Sidewalk
Labs’
accessibility
Inkeeping
keepingwith
with
Sidewalk
Labs’
accessibility

Participants were
were particularly
Participants
particularly enthusiastic
enthusiastic about
about a

accessible
to all (see Page 106).
(see
Page 106).

a ground-floor strategy that could provide affordground-floor
strategy that could provide affordable

able space for vendors, small businesses, and social

space for vendors, small businesses, and social

Page 178).
Incorporating accessibility.
principles,
public
spaces
would
incorporate
principles,
allall
public
spaces
would
incorporate
responsive
sounds
and
tactile
pavement.
Sideresponsive
sounds
and
tactile
pavement.
Sidewalk
walkplans
Labsto
plans
to continue
with the
Labs
continue
working working
with the community
community
ensure
thatare
public
spaces
to
ensure that to
public
spaces
accessible
toare
all

Making space affordable.

enterprises. The experts who attended one work-

Sidewalk Labs proposes to include adaptable

workshop
on the
mass
timber buildings
similarly
siastic about
strategy’s
potential; were
however,
they

co-tenancy, and operating tools and services

enterprises.
The
experts
who attended
one enthushop on mass
timber
buildings
were similarly

retail spaces, flexible lease terms, options for

urged Sidewalk
Labs
to strategy’s
consider the
governance
enthusiastic
about
the
potential;

that tenants can use to reduce the upfront and

and management
of the
space, Labs
askingtoquestions
however,
they urged
Sidewalk
consider like:
the

how would leases or occupancy be ensured, and how

governance and management of the space, asking
would the balance between retail and community

As part of its public engagement
process, members of Sidewalk Labs’
planning and innovation teams
talked to thousands of Torontonians
— including members of the public,
expert advisors, civic organizations,
and local leaders — about their
thoughts, ideas, and needs across
a number of topics.

Sidewalk Labs has incorporated an expansive,

questions
like: how would leases or occupancy be
use be determined?

ongoing costs of occupying ground floor spaces.
This mix of offerings would make it financially
feasible for community, cultural, and smaller
businesses to set up shop (see Page 164).

ensured, and how would the balance between

Various
participants
also
incluretail
Various
and
participants
community
also recommended
userecommended
be determined?
that inclusionthat
extend
to the
design
process to
itself,
asking
that process
Sidewalk Labs
bring
community
sion extend
the
design
itself,
asking
that
members,
Indigenous
voices, tomembers,
the planning espetable.
Sidewalkespecially
Labs bring
community

Design
excellence need
not sacrifice
theplanning
accessibility
or inclusivity
cially Indigenous
voices,
to the
table.
Design
of the public realm.

excellence need not sacrifice the accessibility or
inclusivity of the public realm.

Two visitors embrace
as they view RWDI
weather-mitigation
visuals in the main
hall of 307. Credit:
Jenna Wakani
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2 Emphasize connections
Expanding opportunities.
Sidewalk Labs
Sidewalk
Labs plans
planstotooffer
offeraasmall
small
business incubator program that would
business
incubator program that would
encourage diversity by both providing

to nature and water
What we heard

How we responded

Accommodating marine uses.

Expanding green space.

Slip accommodate a variety of marine

Sidewalk Labs proposes
Sidewalk
proposesto
toreclaim
reclaimsig-

uses, from personal watercrafts to water
taxis to kayaks, allowing for marine transit

encourage diversity by both providing

Participants across public engagement events

nificant street
space
forfor
thethe
public
realm
significant
street
space
public

space
at below-market
rents
and for
ing shared
equipment and
facilities

and co-design sessions were incredibly enthusiastic

realm and tree plantings by narrowing

space at below-market rents and offer-

offering
shared
equipment
and
facilities
ground-floor
tenants,
helping
those
withoutground-floor
access to capital
open
up shop
(see
for
tenants,
helping
those
Pageout
166).
withaccess to capital open up shop

(see Page 166).

Engaging Indigenous groups.

The Brook
McIlroy
Indigenous
Design
Studio
has created
a framework
for Indigenous
Studio has
created
a framework
for Indigengagement
and
project development
— including
principles
for Indigenous design
— based develon
enous engagement
and project
aspirations
Indigenous
communityfor
andIndigthe
opment of
— the
including
principles
desire
fordesign
common—
ground.
Sidewalk
Labs is
enous
based
on aspirations
of

committed to continue to engage with these principles

the Indigenous community and the desire

and Indigenous communities throughout the planning

for common ground. Sidewalk

process.

Labs is committed to continue to
engage with these principles and Indigenous communities throughout
the planning process.

about the potential for plentiful green public
spaces that can better connect people to nature,
especially water.

Sidewalk Labs proposes that Parliament

and tree plantings by narrowing lanes,

to the inner harbour and islands. These

reducing vehicle lanes, and eliminating

uses would be linked to, and supported

lanes,
reducing vehicle lanes, and
curbside parking. It also proposes to

eliminating
curbside
parking.
also
leverage a digital
planning
toolIt to
iden-

by, the neighbouring Bayside Community
Centre (see Page 148).

proposes
to leverage
a digital
planning
tify opportunities
for more
high-quality

Participants
from
design
on “Water
ConnecParticipants
from
thethe
design
jam jam
on “Water
Connections”
tions”
the Residents
Reference
Panel
were parand
theand
Residents
Reference
Panel were
particularly

parks,
maximizing
access tofor
green
space
tool
to identify
opportunities
more

ticularly emphatic
onwater
this point:
should
be both
emphatic
on this point:
shouldwater
be both
a destination
a destination
feature andeveryday
an accessible,
feature
and an accessible,
amenity.everyday
As one

green space (see Page 128).

(see Page 128).
high-quality
parks, maximizing access to

Integrating gardens.
As the designs for Quayside are refined,
Sidewalk Labs plans to explore the

Infusing greenery.

integration of community gardens

amenity.
As one panelist
explained,
make
great
use
panelist
explained,
“I make great
use of“Ithe
parks
around
of the parks around me. … I hope Quayside, and the
me. … I hope Quayside, and the eastern waterfront, will
eastern waterfront, will have that same kind of easy
have that same kind of easy access to park space. There
access to park space. There needs to be a reason
needs to be a reason for people to go there other than to
for people to go there other than to live or work.
live or work. And Lake Ontario is majestic.”
And Lake Ontario is majestic.”

Sidewalk Labs proposes to plant far

as key amenities.

Somevisitors
visitors
307
recommended
the pubSome
toto
307
recommended
thatthat
the public
realm
lic realm
design
the
of Expressway
the Gardiner
design
reduce
the reduce
impact of
theimpact
Gardiner
and

East could host 95 trees per hectare,

Expressway
mitigate
pollution.
And Roundmitigate
noise and
pollution.
And noise
Roundtable
4 participants
table 4
participants
asked about
how
community
asked
about
how the community
could
be the
more
could be morepotentially
self-sustaining,
potentially
with
urban
self-sustaining,
with urban
agriculture,
green
agriculture, green roofs, and food gardens.
roofs, and food gardens.

more greenery than most cities do today.
Greenery sequesters carbon, mitigates
the urban heat island effect, reduces the
risk of flooding, and promotes the health
and happiness of residents and workers.
For example, the proposed Queens Quay
roughly double the current coverage on
boulevards (see Page 135).
Incorporating water features.
Sidewalk Labs
Sidewalk
Labs proposes
proposesthat
thatParliament PlazaPlaza
include
water features,
Parliament
include
water such
as a splash pad for children and mist

features, such as a splash pad for

machines for public art installations (see

children
and mist machines for public
Page 146).

A crowd gathers to
hear remarks at the
opening of 307 on
June 16, 2018. Credit:
Sidewalk Labs

art installations (see Page 146).
Connecting to the lake.

Sidewalk Labs proposes to deploy a
series of barges in Keating Channel
designed for community water-based
programming across the seasons, from
a waterfront classroom to an aquaponics
farm to a cafe (see Page 149).
Two307
307visitors
visitors
Two
spend
spend time in the
time
in the Learning

Learning Garden,
developed in partpartnership
with
nership with
Bowery
Project.Project.
Credit:Credit:
Bowery
DavidPike
Pike
David

Garden, developed in
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4 Pursue governance

3 Invite participation

to a lively, flexible,
delightful public realm

How we responded
Incorporating flexibility.
Sidewalk Labs proposes to create flexible designs

What we heard

for parks, plazas, and open spaces that better

Participants were excited by the possibility of a

population while preserving accessibility. Such

flexible, lively public realm that could accommodate

spaces would be multi-purpose and could be

a diverse number of uses and needs. Torontonians

quickly reconfigured by day or season. Silo Park,

wanted public spaces that are active with events

for example, should be able to accommodate

and programs — that are delightful, playful, and

at least three sports; one “play” feature; space

inviting. As the Sidewalk Toronto Fellows put it:

for food and beverage; and recreational spaces

accommodate the diverse needs of an expanding

“Equip public spaces to become an extension of

designed to be active and accessible all year (see

a front and backyard.”

Page 145).

Manyparticipants
participants
urged
Sidewalk
Labs
to create
Many
urged
Sidewalk
Labs
to create
spaces
spaces
could be
all year,in
especially
in
that
couldthat
be enjoyed
allenjoyed
year, especially
winter. One

Mitigating weather.

winter.
One
307 visitor“Cold
pen-named
“Cold
Austra307
visitor
pen-named
Australian”
asked
for “year
lian”
asked
for
“year
round
comfort
in
public
round comfort in public spaces because Toronto’sspaces
because
inhibiting,”
adding:
weather
isToronto’s
inhibiting,”weather
adding: “Iiswant
to live life
to the “I
want to live life to the fullest.”
fullest.”

Specific ideas
Specific
ideas for
for uses
usesthat
thatcould
couldbe
beaccommodated
ran the gamut, from dog parks, to spaces for creataccommodated
ran the gamut, from dog parks, to

Sidewalk Labs proposes to deploy an outdoor
comfort system that can respond to real-time
weather patterns, providing protection on rainy,
snowy, or windy days and shade on sunny days.

with shared physical infrastructure (such as
projectors or power outlets) to encourage users

multiple
requests
that Sidewalk
Labs
createin
and the arts
community
to be more
present

to program these spaces themselves (see

public space. for youths and the arts community to
opportunities

Page 184).

Sidewalk Labs
Labs proposes
Sidewalk
proposes to
toencourage
encourageand
andcel-

greaterover
agency
their environment,
participants
agency
their over
environment,
participants wanted
to
wanted
to
ensure
that
flexibility
would
never
preensure that flexibility would never preclude accessibility.

of rotating installations, affordable production

to inform users, in real-time, about the status and
about the status and layout of these dynamic spaces.
layout of these dynamic spaces.

Pike

What we heard
The Public
PublicRealm
RealmAdvisory
Advisory
Working
Group
urged
The
Working
Group
urged
SidewalkLabs
Labstotoconsider
consider
innovative
governance
Sidewalk
anan
innovative
governance
modelfor
forpublic
public
space
to work
the of
City of
model
space
andand
to work
withwith
the City
Toronto’sParks,
Parks,Forestry,
Forestry,
and
Recreation
depart- to
Toronto’s
and
Recreation
department

ment to structure
a sustainable
management
and
structure
a sustainable
management
and funding plan
funding plan that would ensure public ownership of
that would ensure public ownership of parks while
parks while allowing for innovation in programming,
allowing for innovation in programming, operations, and
operations, and maintenance.
maintenance.
Participants
were
similarly
concerned
Participants
were
similarly
concerned
aboutabout maintenance, wondering
how
public
maintenance,
wondering
how
publicspaces
spaceswould
would be
be
would
be ensured.
“future-proofed”
safety
“future-proofed”
andand
howhow
safety
would
be ensured.

Proposing the OSA.

Leveraging technology.

To sustain high-quality open spaces over the long

Sidewalk Labs proposes to create a real-time map of

term, Sidewalk Labs proposes the creation of the

park assets, from drinking fountains to garbage bins,

Open Space Alliance as a non-profit entity that

that can help managers operate and maintain public

could deliver local programming, operations, and

spaces (see Page 186).

maintenance in Quayside. The OSA could also create

Encouraging arts and culture.

Whilemany
manyTorontonians
Torontonians
were
excited
by the
flexibilWhile
were
excited
by the
flexibility
of
ity spaces
of the spaces
proposed,
which
would
them
the
proposed,
which would
give
themgive
greater

cludeco-design
accessibility.
Some
co-design
sessionthat
particSome
session
participants
suggested
ipants suggested that spaces leverage technology
spaces
leverage technology to inform users, in real-time,

es young children how
to adjust the lights
adjust
in the
in thethe
307lights
Dynamic
307
Dynamic
Street
Street
prototype.
Credit: David
Pike
prototype.
Credit:
David

young children how to

How we responded

Sharing infrastructure.

ming pools. Participants made multiple requests

be more present in public space.

Nevill-Manning
teachNevill-Manning
teaches

tools for gatherings or events (see Page 167).

Sidewalk Labs proposes to equip public spaces

to
outdoor
swimming
pools.
Participantsfor
made
that
Sidewalk
Labs create
opportunities
youths

SidewalkLabs’
Labs’
Craig
Sidewalk
Craig

Residents or businesses could reserve these

ing and learning, to playgrounds, to outdoor swim-

spaces for creating and learning, to playgrounds,

models that ensure safe,
well-maintained public
spaces over the long term

ebrate arts and culture through the provision
celebrate
arts and culture through the provision
of rotating installations, affordable production
space, and a Civic and Cultural Assembly with

space,
a Civic and
Culturaland
Assembly
with
sharedand
fabrication
equipment
a room for
shared
fabrication
equipment
and
a room for
exhibits
and teaching
(see Page
183).
exhibits and teaching (see Page 183).
Emphasizing accessibility.
In keeping with its accessibility principles, Sidewalk Labs plans to work with the accessibility
community to ensure the accessibility of flexible
spaces, including installing options such as way-

mechanisms for sustainable funding, staffing, and

Reimagining pavement.

oversight that ensure the long-term viability of public

Sidewalk Labs proposes to deploy a novel system of

spaces (see Page 178).

modular pavers that would lower maintenance and
repair costs of hardscape in the public realm (see

Empowering the community.
SidewalkLabs
Labs
has
partnered
People
and
Sidewalk
has
partnered
withwith
ParkPark
People
and the
the Gehl
Institute
to prototype
CommonSpace,
Gehl
Institute
to prototype
CommonSpace,
a tool thata tool
that makes
it easier
toreliable
collectdata
reliable
data
on how
makes
it easier
to collect
on how
people
use
people
use public
spaces,
space
public
spaces,
enabling
spaceenabling
managers
to seemanagers
patterns,
to see patterns,
generate
insights,
and develop evigenerate
insights, and
develop
evidence-based
dence-based
approaches
to advocating
for183).
change
approaches
to advocating
for change
(see Page
(see Page 183).

Page 139).
Planning for safety.
Sidewalk Labs incorporated safety into every facet of
its planning process and plans to design spaces that
promote safety — for example, by including lighting
in the public realm that would ensure the appropriate
visibility at all times.

finding beacons (see Page 106).
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Engagement
spotlight

LeadingToronto
Toronto
Leading
accessibility orgaaccessibility
nizations showcase
organizations showcase
their work at 307
their
work at
307 for
for Open
Sidewalk:
Open
Sidewalk: The
The Accessible
City.
Credit:
Jenna
Wakani
Accessible City. Credit:

Jenna Wakani

In developing
developingideas
ideas
future
In
forfor
thethe
future
city,city,
SidewalkLabs
Labshas
hasbeen
been
interested
Sidewalk
interested
in in

cateswere
wereenthusiastic
enthusiastic
about
pav-as
cates
about
the the
pavers,
ers, as
road maintenance,
ice, and
snow
road
maintenance,
ice, and snow
present

exploringaasystem
system
prefabricated
exploring
of of
prefabricated
modular
modular
pavers
that
would
enable
curbpavers that would enable curbless streets

present
some
of the
biggest for
challenges
some
of the
biggest
challenges
for accessibility.
Butpointed
they pointed
accessibility.
But they
out an out an

lessbe
streets
and
be easy
torepair.
maintain
and
and
easy to
maintain
and
Modular
repair. Modular pavers also allow for the
pavers also allow for the embedding of new
embedding of new technologies, such as
technologies, such as heating elements to
heating elements to melt snow and ice,
melt snow and ice, LED lighting to
LED lighting to communicate new street
communicate new street uses, and
uses, and permeability to improve stormpermeability to improve stormwater
water management.
management.
Overthe
thepast
pastyear,
year,
Sidewalk
Labs
has
Over
Sidewalk
Labs
has
beenprototyping
prototyping
and
testing
these
been
and
testing
these
pavers,
pavers,
andits
sharing
itswith
progress
with
and
sharing
progress
a variety
of
a
variety
of
groups.
At
the
design
jam,
groups. At the design jam, “People on

“People on
Wheels,” advo
accessibility advoWheels,”
accessibility
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important
flaw:
pavers
were
the same
important
flaw:
thethe
pavers
were
the same
width as wheelchairs, meaning that when
width as wheelchairs, meaning that when
crossed at the wrong angle, wheels could
crossed at the wrong angle, wheels could
catch in the gaps.
catch in the gaps.
was aa crucial
ItIt was
crucialinsight
insightthat
thattook
tookthe
theplanning team back to the drawing board.
planning
team back to the drawing

As a result, the team is testing a design

board. As a result, the team is testing a
of pavers that are now 20 percent wider

design
of pavers
that are
now 20particand — thanks
to those
co-design

percent
— thanks
those
ipants —wider
wouldand
create
a more to
accessible
public realm
for all.
co-design
participants
— would create

a more accessible public realm for all.
198

An expanded public
realm, activated
by communitydriven programs and
responsive maintenance,
would serve as the
foundation of a great
neighbourhood.
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Gross floor area was calculated by
summing the total area of each floor
in all buildings. For the precinct plan,
ground floors were assumed to be
5 metres high and all other floors 4
metres high. For building massings
produced by generative design, floor
heights were 5 metres, 4.5 metres, 4
metres, and 3.3 metres depending on
use type.
Sidewalk Labs produced 2,051
different block configurations
using the generative design pipeline and evaluated them against the
precinct plan with the same measures. The generative design pipeline
operated in two distinct modes: (1)
modifying and optimizing human-created building massings through
geometric operations of translation,
scaling, rotation, and reflection, and
(2) creating new designs using a series
of algorithms for block subdivision
and massing creation. For the former,
designs from Beyer Blinder Belle were
modified to fit on the four blocks; for
the latter the pipeline used inputs
for target ground floor areas that
matched the original precinct plan.

Endnotes
General note: Unless otherwise noted,
all calculations that refer to the full
proposed IDEA District scale are
inclusive of the entirety of its proposed
geography, including all currently
privately held parcels (such as Keating
West). Unless otherwise noted, all
currency figures are in Canadian
dollars.
Charts note: Sources for the charts
and figures in this chapter can be
found in the accompanying copy
for a given section; otherwise, the
numbers reflect a Sidewalk Labs
internal analysis. Additional information
can be found in the MIDP Technical
Appendix documents, available at www.
sidewalktoronto.ca/midp-appendix.
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